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Summary. The first section consists of auxiliary results about nondecreasing real functions. 
In the second section a new characterization of relatively compact sets of regulated functions 
in the sup-norm topology is brought, and the third section includes, among others, an analo­
gue of Helly's Choice Theorem in the space of regulated functions. 
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INTRODUCTION 
When investigating integral equations in the space of regulated functions there is 
a need to clarify some questions concerning the pointwise convergence of regulated 
functions. While the uniform convergence of regulated functions has been met with 
in classical literature and further interesting results have been brought e.g. by Ch. S. 
Honig in [3], [4], the pointwise convergence has not been studied in a sufficient 
measure so far. 
During the study of the pointwise convergence it has appeared fruitful to introduce 
a method of a prolongation along an increasing function, which is useful also for 
establishing new properties of regulated functions. 
1. PRELIMINARIES. REAL MONOTONE FUNCTIONS 
1.1. The symbol N will denote the set of all positive integers. For N e N the symbol 
RN denotes the N-dimensional Euclidean space with the norm |*|. In case N = 1 
we write R1 = R. 
The set of all continuous functions defined on an interval [a, b] and with values 
in RN is denoted by <£N[a, b\. In case [a, ti] = [0,1] we write «^[0,1] = VN. 
The symbol (fl„)̂ =i denotes the sequence {a1? a2, a 3 , . . .} . 
The symbol y o v denotes the composed function y(v(t)), provided it is well-defined. 
If Yis a set of functions then Yo v = {y 0 v; y e Y). If Vis also a set of functions then 
ToV={yov;yeY9veV}. 
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For any bounded function x: [a, b] -> RN we denote ||x||[a,j,] = sup {|x(f)|; 
/ e [a, b]}. If there is no danger of misunderstanding, we write shortly ||x||. 
The symbol BVN[a, b] denotes the set of all functions x: [a, b] -.> R
Nmth bounded 
variation; BVN[0,1] = BVN. 
1.2. The function x: [a, b] -> RN is regulated if for every t e [a, b) the right-sided 
limit limx(x) = x(f + ) exists and is finite, and for every te(a,b] the left-sided 
t-*r+ 
limit lim X(T) = x(t — ) exists and is finite. 
The linear space of all regulated functions from [a, b] to RN will be denoted by 
0tN[a, b]\ we write 0tN[0,1] = 0tN. It is usual to define the topology of uniform 
convergence on @tN[a, b], which is given by the sup-norm ||• ||[flb]. 
If a sequence of regulated functions (xB)*=1 cz 0tN[a, b] converges uniformly to 
a function x0, we write xn z> x0. 
1.3. A set stf cz @tN[a, b] has uniform one-sided limits at a point t0 e [a, b], 
if for every g > 0 there is 8 > 0 such that for every x e i and t e [a, b] we have: 
If t0 < t < t0 + S then \x(t) - x(t0-f)| < s; if t0 - 3 < t < t0 then \x(t0~) -
- x(t)\ < 8. 
A set s& cz ̂ [ a , b] is called equiregulated, if it has uniform one-sided limits 
at every point t0 e [a, b], 
1.4. Often it is useful to identify such regulated functions which have the same 
one-sided limits, and to deal e.g. only with left-continuous functions (see [3], p. 20 
or [4], Def. 1.5): For x e 0tN[a, b] let us define x"(f) = x(f-) for t e (a, b], x~(a) = 
= x(a-f-). The set 
0tN[a, b] = {x 6 0tN[a, b]\ x~ = x} 
is a closed linear subspace of @tN[a, b]. Two functions x, y e 0tN[a, b] are considered 
equivalent if x~ = y~; the class of equivalence of any function x e 0tN[a, b] contains 
precisely one function from 0tN[a, b]. 
Let us recall several properties of regulated functions: 
1.5. A function x: [a, b] -> RN is regulated if and only if it is a uniform limit of 
a sequence of piecewise constant functions ([1], 7.3.2.1). 
1.6. Every regulated function has an at most countable number of points of dis-
continuity ([1], 7.3.2.1). 
1.7. Every regulated function from a compact interval [a, b] to RN is bounded 
by a constant (a consequence of 1.5). 
1.8. The normed linear space (0tN[a, b]\ ||-||) is a Banach space (a consequence 
of [1], 7.3.2.1 (2)). 
1.9. Proposition. A function x: [a, b] -> RN is regulated if and only if for every 
8 > 0 there is a finite sequence 
a = t0<tt < ... <tn = b 
such that 
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(1.1) if ti-i < t' < t" < t{ then \x(t") - x(t
f)\ < e 
holds for every i = 1, 2,..., n . 
Proof, (i) Assume that x is regulated. Let e > 0 be given. Let us denote by C the 
Set of all Te(a, b~] such that there is a finite sequence a = t0 < tl < ... < tk — x 
satisfying (1.1) with fe instead of n. 
Since the limit x(a+) exists, there is T > a such that \x(t) — x(a+)| < e\2 for 
t e (a, T). Then for every a < t' < t" < T we have 
[x(f'0 - x(r')| = \x(t") - x(a+)| + \x(t') - x(a+)| < e. 
Consequently x eC. Denote c = sup C; we have c > a. 
Since the limit x(c —) exists, there is 5 > 0 such that \x(t) — x(c-) | < a/2 for 
every t e (c — <5, c). Let us find a point T e C n (c — <5, c). Since T G C, there is a finite 
sequence a = f0 < h < ••• < h =
 T s u c h that (1.1) holds with k instead of n. 
If we denote fk+1 = c, then (1.1) holds also for n = k + 1, since 
| x ( 0 - x(/')| á W O - x(--) | + \x(ť) - x(c-)\ < e 
provided tk = x < t' < t" < c = f*+1. Hence ceC. Similarly as at the beginning 
of this proof it can be shown that if c < b then there is t > c which belongs to C. 
This is impossible, hence c = b. 
(ii) Let t e [a, b] and e > 0 be given. Assume that there is a finite sequence a = 
= *o < h < ••• < fn = b such that (1.1) holds. 
In case that t = tt for some i e {1, 2,..., n — 1}, denote 5 = min {^+1 — th 
ti - U-i}. 
In case t = a we denote 5 = fx - t0; if r = b then 5 = f„ - tn-t. If t e (f,_i, t,) 
for some i e {1, 2,..., n}, we denote 
<5 = min{^ - ty t - r ^ J . 
In any of the cases listed above we have the following: 
(1.2) If t\ t" e [a, ft] and their t - 8 < t' < t" < t or 
t < t' < t" < t + 8 then |x(f") - x(*')| < e. 
The Bolzano^-Cauchy Theorem implies that if for every e > 0 there is 8 > 0 such that 
(1.2) holds, then the limits x(f-), x(t+) exist. 
1.10. Definition. For every nondecreasing function f: [a, b] -• [c, d] such that 
f(a) = c,f(b) = danda < b, c < d let us define an "inversefunction" f-.x: [c, d] -* 
-> [a, fr] fej' the formula 
f_1(5) = inf{ te[a,b] ; f(r-) = 5 = f ( t + ) } for S6(c,ci); 
f.1(c) = a, f-1(d) = b 
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(we assume that f(a-) = f(a)J(b+) = f(b)). 
1.11. Proposition. Assume that f: [a, b] -> [c, d] is a nondecreasing function, 
f(a) = c,f(b) = d. Then 
(i) the function f _ t : [c, d] -> [a, b] is nondecreasing and left-continuous 
on (c, d); 
(ii) iff is left-continuous on (a, b) then (f-i)^i = f; 
(iii) f _ x is continuous on [c, d] if and only iff is increasing on [a, b]; 
(iv) jff is increasing on [a, b] then f^x(f(i)) = t for t e[a, b]. 
Proof, (i) 1. For every nondecreasing function <p: [a, /?] -> [y, 8] such that 
<p(a) = y, <p(P) = 5 let us define a set 
«V = { M 6 « 2 ; te\oi,p], <p(t-)^sS<p(t+)}. 
We will prove that W9 has the following properties: 
(a) If (tt, Sj) e ^ and (f2, s2) e y^, then either fx ^ r2 and s t ^ s2, or tj = f2 
and sx = s2. 
(b) *FV is a compact subset of R
2. 
ad (a): For tx < t2 we have <p(ti+) ^ <K'2-)- Then sx = <?(?!+) ^ <l>(^-) = 
= s2. Similarly, if fx > t2 then sA = s2. In case fx = t2 it is evident that either 
s j = s2 or sx = s2. 
(b) To prove that ^ is compact, it is sufficient to verify that it is closed, because 
the boundedness is evident. 
Assume that W^ is not closed. Then there is a sequence of pairs (tn, sn)n=zl from ^ 
such that (tn, sn) -» (t0, s0) and (t0, s0) <£ W^. It is possible to find a subsequence 
(Ofc°=i which is monotone. 
If (tnk) is a nondecreasing sequence and t„k < t0 for every integer k, then </>(0 -* 
-> </>(t0-) for k -> oo. Since <p(t„k-) ^ s„k = <p(r0-), we get snk -» <p(f0-). Taking 
into account that sn -> s0, we obtain the equality s0 = <p(t0 —) which implies that 
the pair (t0, s0) = (t0,<p(t0-)) belongs to W9. We have got a contradiction with 
(t0, s0) £ ¥%. Similarly, if the subsequence (t„k) is nonincreasing and t„k > t0 for 
every k, then (t0, s0) = (t0, (?(*<>+)) e V9. 
If there is k0 such that tnko = t0, we have tnic = t0 for every k = k0. Then <p(t0-) = 
^ s„k ^ <p(t0+) holds for any fc = k0; consequently <l>(*o-) ^ s0 <; <p(t0+). We 
conclude that (t0, s0) e <PV which is a contradiction with (f0, s0) $ W9. 
(c) Assume that W^ is not connected. Then there are two open disjoint sets A, B cz 
c R2 such that V9 n A #= 0, ^ n B #= 0 and ^ c A u 5. Fot instance assume 
that (ft <?(£)) e 5. Let us denote 
(1.3) tA = sup {t e [a, ft]; there is s such that (r, s) e ^ n X} ; 
SA = SUp ({S G [y, 5]; ( ^ s) g ^ n A} U ( ^ _)}) . 
If sA = <p(tA-) then (tA,sA)e¥9. If s^ > <p(tA-) then there is s = p ^ - ) such 
that ( ^ , s ) E ^ n A . For any s ^ <p(tA-) such that (tA,s)eV(pnA we have 
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<p(tA-) ;= s <* <p(tA+); hence also <p(tA-) ;= sA = (p(tA+) and we conclude that 
(tA, sA) e W9. Either (tA, sA) e A, or (tA, sA) e B. First assume that (tA, sA) eW^n A. 
Since A is open, there is s > 0 such that if (t, s) e R2, \t - tA\ < s, \s - sA\ < s, 
then (t, s) e A. 
In case that sA < <p(tA+), every s e (sA, <p(tA+)) n (sA, sA + s) satisfies (tA, s) e A. 
At the same time (tA, s) e W9, and we get a contradiction with (l.3).The case sA -
= <p(tA+) implies that tA =f= fi, because (p, <p(f})) e B. There is 8 > 0 such that <5 g s 
and if tA < t < tA + 8 then <p(tA + ) ^ <p(t) < cp(tA + ) + s, and consequently 
(t, <p(t)) e A. This is a contradiction with (1-3). 
Now let us assume that (tA, sA) eW^nB. (tA, sA) is different from (a, <p(a)), be-
cause W9 n A + 0. There is r\ > 0 such that if (t, s) e R
2, \t - tA\ < rj, \s - sA\ < rj, 
then (t, s) e B. In case sA > cp(tA-) we have (tA,s)eWq>nB for any se 
e [<p(tA-), sA) n (sA - rj, sA); this contradicts (1.3). In case sA = <p(tA-) the point tA 
is different from a, and there is k > 0 such that k ^ r\ and if ^ — k < t < tA then 
<p(tA-) - t] < cp(t~) = <p(t + ) = <p(tA~). Then (t, s)eW(pnB holds for every 
(t, s) e W9 such that tA — k < t < tA. This contradicts (1.3). Since all the possibilities 
lead to a contradiction, we conclude that W9 is connected. 
2. Let a nonempty, connected and compact set W <= R2 be given such that 
(1.4) if (fj, Sj) e W and (f2, s2) e W , then either *t ^ f2 and 
Si ^ s2 , or tx ^ r2 and sx ^ s2 . 
The following properties of W are evident: 
(1.5) If (t, sx) e W, (t, s2) e W and st < s2 , then the relations 
(f, s)eW and s{ < s < s2 imply that t' = t. 
(1.6) If (r, sx) e W, (t, s2) e W and sx < s2 , then (f, s) e !F 
for every sx ^ s ^ s2 . 
Let us denote 
a = inf {t e R; there is s e R such that (t, s) e W} . 
p = sup {t e R; there is s e R such that (t, s) e W} . 
Then - o o < a g / J < c o and 
(1.7) for every t e [a, /?] the set {s e ^ ; (t, s) e W} is nonempty and 
compact. 
In the sequel assume that a < p. 
Let us define 
(1.8) <p(t) = inf {s G R; (t, s) e W} for t e [a, £) , 
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q>(t) = sup {s e R; (t, s)eW} for t = p . 
We will show that the function <p is nondecreasing on [a, J?] and left-continuous 
on (a, fi). 
If a g t! < t2 <, /?, then for every sl9 s2 such that (tu st) e _F, (*2, s2) e _F we 
have sx g s2, because _P satisfies (1.4). Consequently <p(ti) _§ <p(f2) which means 
that cp is nondecreasing. 
Since _P is compact, for every t e\a,b] the pair (t, <p(t)) belongs to _F. The com-
pactness yields also (t, cp(t-))eW and (t, <p(t+)) e _F. For any t e (a, b) we have 
<p(t — ) <i <p(t) because <p is nondecreasing; at the same time <p(t) = inf{s; (t, s)eW} <; 
<, <p(t —) because (t, <p(t — )) e _P. Consequently <p(t — ) = <?(*) for any t e (a, /?). 
Let us prove that if for the given set _F we define <p by (1.8) then _F = _F .̂ If 
(t,s)e Vy then OL <, t <. ft and <p(f-) = 5 = <?(*+)• Since (t,<p(t-))e _F and 
( \ <p(t + )) e !P, by (1.6) we have (*, s) e _F. Hence <F„ c !F. 
Assume that there is (t, s)eW\ _F-,. In case * < /? the definition (1.8) implies that 
(p(t) g s. By the assumption (t, s) $ W^ we get s > <p(f + ). Then there is t' > t such 
that <p(t+) ^ <?>(*') < s; we have two pairs (t, s), (*', <?(*')) which both belong to _F, 
however t < t' and s > <p(t'). This contradicts (1.4). Hence _F = J^. 
3. For a set SP c _32 let us denote W_1 = {(s, f) e /^
2; (r, s)eW}. 
Now we can prove Proposition 1.11: 
(i) Assume that a function f: \a, b] -> [c, d] is given such that f is nondecreasing 
on \a, b], and f(a) = c, f(b) = d and a < b, c < d. Let us consider the set !F/. 
It is evident that the set (¥*/)-1 has the same properties as Wf — it is connected, 
compact and (a) holds with (Wf)-X instead of _F/. Similarly as in (1.8) we can define 
such function <p that (¥f)-i = -F^, replacing [a, ft] by [c, d]. The function <p is 
nondecreasing on [c, d] and left-continuous on (c, d). Taking into account the defini-
tion of the inverse function f _ 1 ? we immediately see thatf_x = <p. 
(ii) Assuming that f is left-continuous on (a, b), from the evident equality 
((-V)-,)-, = -VwegetCE-O-i =/ . 
(iii) The function f_ x is increasing if and only if for every t e \a, b] there is precisely 
one 5 such that (t, s) e Wf. The latter means that Wf is the graph of a continuous 
function, namely f. 
(iv) is evident. 
1.12. Lemma, (i) For every n = 0, 1, 2 , . . . let a nondecreasing function fn e 
€ 0t~{\a, b] be given, and assume that 
(1.9) fn(t)-*f0(t) for every te\a,b] and fn(t + ) - f0(t+) 
for every te(a,b). 
Then the sequence of functions fn(t) converges to f0(t) uniformly on \a, b]. 
(ii) If the function f0 is continuous, then the assumption 
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(1.9)' L(t)-+fo(t) for every te[a,b] 
implies (L9). 
Proof, (i) It is sufficient to prove that the functions fn, n e N are equiregulated. 
Then they will belong to a compact set in @;[a, b] and consequently fn zj f0 . 
Let t0e[a, b] and e > 0 be given. There is such 8 > 0 that for every t e [a, b] 
we have; If t0 - 8 g t < t0 thenf0(*0) - f0(t) < e; if t0 < t = t0 + 8 thenf0(f) -
- /o('o+) < £- B y (I-9) Aere is an integer n0 such that 
\L(t0 - <?) - /0('o - *)| < * , |f,('o) - /0('o)| < * , 
|/n('o+) - / o ( ' o + ) | < e and |/B(f0 + *) - / o ( ' o +
 S)\ < c 
for every « g n 0 , 
If f e [a, b] is such that t0 - 8 ^ t < t0, then we have for every n ^ n0 
0 = f,(*0) - fn(t) ^ fn(to) - fn(to ~ *) = [/„('o) ~ /o('o)] + 
+ [/o('o) - /o('o - *)] + [/oOo - 5) - fn(r0 - <5)] < 3e . 
If r e [a, b] and f0 < f = f0 + 5, then we have for every n ^ n0 
o < m - f„(t0+) < fn(t0 + s)- fn(t0+) = 
= [f„(to + $) - fo(to + *)] + [fo(to + #)- f0(to+)] + 
+ [fo(to+)-f„(to + ) ] < 3 e . 
(ii) Assume that f0 is continuous. Let t e [a, b) and e > 0 be given. Let us find 
such 5 > 0 that f0(t + 8) — f0(t) < e. There is an integer n0 such that 
\fn(t + S)-f0(t + 5)\<s and \f„(t) - f0(t)\ < e 
for every n ^ n0 . 
For n ^ n0 we have 
fn(t+)-fo(t + )^fn(t + 8)~f0(t) = 
= Un(t + *) - fo(t + *)] + [fo(t + <5) - f0(>)] < 2s ; 
fn(t + )~fo(t+)}Zfn(t)-f0(t)> - 8 . 
Consequently /„(*+) -»/>(*+) = /o(0-
1-13. Proposition. Assume that for every n = 0, 1, 2 , . . . a nondecreasing function 
fn: [a, b] -> [c, d] is given, fn(a) = c,fn(b) = d, f„ is left-continuous on (a, b). 
(i) If fn(t) -+ fo(t)for every t e [a, b] at which f0 is continuous, then (fn)_i (s) -» 
-* (fo)-! (s)for every s e [c, d] at which (fo)-i is continuous, and vice versa. 
(ii) If, moreover, f0 is increasing on [a, b] then (f„)-i Zj (f0)-i. 
Proof, (i) We will prove that the condition 
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(1A0) fn(t) -> f0(r) for every t e [a, b] such that f0 is continuous at t 
is satisfied if and only if 
(1.11) dist(!P/o, Wfn) = sup inf {\t - T| + \s - a\} -+ 0 with n -• oo. 
( . ,S)6«F / o (T> t f) e«P / n 
Assume that (1.10) holds. Let e > 0 be given. By Proposition 1.9 there is a finite 
sequence a = t0 < tt < ... < tk = b such that (1.1) holds for i = 1,2,..., k. 
Assume that tt - ti^1 < e/2 for i = 1, 2 , . . . , fc. For every i = 1, 2 , . . . , k let us 
find T ie(r i_1 , t() such thatf0 is continuous at Tt. Denote T0 = a, Tfc+1 = b. Then 
Tf - T;.! < s for i = 1, 2 , . . . , fc + 1. 
Since fn(t^) ^f0(rt) with n -*oo for every i = 0, 1, . . . , fc + 1, there is an an 
integer n0 such that 
(1.12) |/„(T£) - f0(T|)| < e for every i = 0, 1, ..., fc + 1 , n = n0 . 
Let a pair (?, s) e !F/o be given. We want to show that 
(1.13) inf {|7 - t\ + \s - s|; (f, s) e !P/n} < 2e for every n ^ n0 . 
There is i e {1, 2 , . . . , fc + 1} such that Tf __ ? = T i+1. 
Let n ^ n0 be fixed. In case t ha t f , ^ ) __ s = f„(Ti+1) let us denote s = s. In case 
* < /»(Ti) denote s = f„(T,); if s > f„(Ti+1), let us denote s = f,(ri+1). 
In the case s < fjj^ we have the inequalities 
0 < s - s = f„(Tf) - s = fn(Tt) - f0(xt) < s (we have used (1.12)) 
and 
f0(T,)^fo(J)S~S^fo(~ + )). 
Similarly in the case s > f„(Ti+1) we have 
0 < s - s = s - f„(Ti+1) = f0(Ti+1) - f„(Ti+1) < e . 
Consequently in each of the three cases mentioned we have 
(1.14) \s - s\ < s . 
Let us denote t = (f„)_1(s). The inequality fn(ti) ^ s ^fjjt+i) implies that 
T£ ___ r ___ T i+1. By virtue of the inequalities xi = 1 = T i+1 and T i+1 — T£ < s we get 
\i - r| < e, which together with (1.14) yields (1.13). Then (1.11) holds. 
Now let us assume that (1.11) holds. Let t0 e (a, b) be given such thatf0 is conti-
nuous at t (we are not concerned with t = a, t = b since the values fn(a),fn(b) are 
fixed). 
For a given e > 0 let us find 8 > 0 such that 
(1.15) if |t - t0\ = 5 then |f0(*) - f0('o)| < * • 
Denote t' = t0 - <5, t" = *0 + 5. By (1.11) there is such an integer n0 that 
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inf (|T - t\ + \o - s\; (T, O) e Wfn} < 8 for every n = n0, (t, s) e Tfo. Let n = n0 
be fixed. Then there are (T', a'), (T", a") e ¥fn such that 
(1.16) |T' - *'| + |<x' - /0(*') | < o , |T" - *"| + | ^ - / o( ,») | < 5 . 
We have T' < *' + 8 = r0, T" > *" - <5 = f0; hence T' < t0 < T". Using (1.16), 
we get 
f0(f) - 5 < o'S ftf+) ^ fn(t0) ^ /„(T") g a" < /0(t") + <5. 
By (1.15) we have 
/0(r0) - 2s < f0(t') - s ^ f0(t') - 5 g 
= f„('o) <fo(t") + 5 </0(*0) + 2s . 
Consequently \f0(t0) - fw(-o)| < 2e for every n g « 0 , 
Since evidently dist (Tfo, Vfn) = d i s t ^ J . ^ , (^ / n )_i ) , the equivalence of 
(1.10), (1.11) immediately yields part (i) of Proposition 1.11. 
(ii) If/0 is increasing, then (f0)-x is continuous by Proposition 1.11 (in). Lemma 
1.12 implies that (/„)_! z t (f0)_.x. 
1.14. Let us denote by A the set of all continuous increasing functions X: [0,1] -> 
-• [0,1] such that X(0) = 0, X(i) = 1. In [2], Chap. 6, § 5 we can find a metric 
space 
9 = {x G #*; x(f) = x(t + ) for every r e [0, 1), x(l - ) = x(l)} 
with the metric 
Q(X, y) = inf {||x - y o A|| + ||id - A||; A e .4} , 
where id(f) = f. The same metric can be introduced also in 01 $, only replacing the 
right-continuity in 2 by the left-continuity in 01^. 
It is evident that a sequence (fn)?= i c- &N converges to f0 e 01^ in the metric Q, 
if and only if there is a sequence 
{^n)n=i cz A such that Xn zX id and fn o Xn Z+ fo • 
1.15. Lemma. Let sequences (xn)n=z0 c 0t^ and (Xn)n=1 <-= A be given such that 
Xn(t) -> t for every t e [0, 1]. If xn o Xn z$ x0 0n [0,1] , then xn(t) -> x0(f) /i0Ws for 
every te(091) af which the function x0 is continuous. 
Proof. Assume that x0 is continuous at t e (0,1). For a given s > 0 there is <5 > 0 
such that |X0(T) - x0(*)| < e for every i e(t - 8, t + 8). 
By Proposition 1.13 (ii) the pointwise convergence Xn(t)->t yields / L ^ z j i d . 
There is n0 e N such that 
||.V1 - id|| < 8 and ||xB o Xn - x0\ < s for every n ^ n0 . 
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For any n ^ n0 we have the estimate 
WO - *o«l = \(^oK)(K\t)) - x0(t)\ s 
_= \(xnoXn)(K\t)) - x0(K\t))\ + \x0(K\t)) - xo(0| ^ 
<; \\xn o Xn - x0|| + \xQ(K\t)) - xo(0|
 < 2e • 
1.16. Let us denote by Q the set of all functions q: [0, 1] -• [0,1] satisfying the 
following conditions: 
(1A7) q is nondecreasing on [0, 1] and left-continuous on (0, l] ; 
(1.18) 0 ^ q(t) g t for every t e [0,1] ; q(l) = 1 ; 
(1A9) if t € (0, 1) is such that q(t+) < t then q is linear on some 
neighborhood of t. 
1.17. Lemma. Let q e Q be given. If te (0, 1) is a point such that q(t) < t, then 
there are a, /J e [0,1] such that a < t ;= ft and 
(i) q is linear on (a, ff\ with slope less than 1; 
(ii) q(a+) = a g q(t); 
(iii) q(fi) <P;if0<l then q(p+) = fl. 
Proof. Let us fix T such that q(t) < T < t. We have q(T+) g q(t) < T; by (1A9) 
the function q has the form q(s) = #(T) + c(s — T) for s belonging to a neigh-
borhood of T. Denote 
(1.20) a = inf {<r e [0, T] ; q(s) = ^(T) + c(s - T) for every s e [<r, T]} ; 
P = sup {a e [T, 1] ; q(s) = <?(T) + c(s — T) for every s 6 [T, <T]} . 
We have a < T < /?. 
If <?(a+) < a then the function q should be linear on a neighbourhood of a, it 
will have the same form to the left as to the right. This contradicts (1.20), hence 
q(cc+) = a. The same argument yields q(P+) =- P in case that /? < 1. 
Let us verify that a < t ^ /?. The first inequality follows from <x < T < t. If t > ft 
then <I(r) :> q(P+); consequently /? = #(.#+) ^ #(*) < ? which contradicts T < ft. 
From a < T < t we get a = q(<x+) ;= q(f)- Then (ii) holds. 
Let us prove that q(P) < p. The function q has on (a, /?] the form 
q(s) = q(t) + ^ ^ (s - t) for se(a,j8] , where 4&—1 < 1 is the 
* — a t — a 
slope of the linear function. 
Then 
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q(P) = q(t) + ^L-^(fl -t)<q(t)+l.(p-t)<p. 
t — a 
1.18. Lemma. Let a sequence (qn)n=1
 c Qbe given. Assume that there is a function 
q0e@i such that q0(l) = 1 and qn(t) -» q0(t) for every fe (0 ,1) at which q0 is 
continuous. Then q0e Q. 
Proof. The function q0 is evidently nondecreasing and satisfies 0 _g q0(t) __ t 
for every t e [0 ,1] . 
Let t e (0, 1) be given such that q0(t+) < t. Let us fix o such that q0(t + ) < o < t. 
There are T', T" e [0, 1] such that o < T' < * < T", q0 is continuous at T', T" and 
#0(s) < o for every s e f r ' , T"] . Since qn(x') -» q0(T), qn(T") -> q0(T"), there is an 
integer n0 such that 
4«(T') < 0" and 4„(T") < o for every n ^ n0 . 
For every s € [T', T"] and n _t n0 we have #„($) _i <_„(T") < cr < s. According to 
Lemma 1.17 the function q„is linear on [T', T"] for n _r n0. Consequently also q0 
is linear on [T', T"]. 
1.19. Lemma. Assume that a sequence (qn)n=,0 <= Q is given such that qn(t) -* q0(t) 
for every t e [0, 1] at which q0 is continuous. Then there is a sequence of continuous 
increasing functions (An)£__ c A such that kn Z> id and qn o Xn Z> q0. 
Proof. For every fc e N there are finitely many points t e (0,1) such that 
qo(t+)~ qo(0 = I/*-
Let us denote all these points by /?_, /?2, •••> H*mk> further let us denote /?0 = 0, 
^mk+i — 1>
 ai1d assume that 
o = ^ 0 < j s _ < . . . < ^ M k + 1 = i . 
By Lemma 1.17 for every i = 1, 2 , . . . , mk there is aj such that $ _ _ __ a* < /?* and go 
is linear on (a*, /?*], g0(aj+) = aj. We have 
(1.21) fi - a* = <z0(#+) - <z0(a*+) _t q0(#+) - g0(tf) _t l/fc 
for i = 1, 2,. , . , mk. Denote a£,k+1 = 1. 
Let us prove that 
(1.22) if t €(#__> aj) for i = 1, 2,. . . , mk + 1 then * - <_0(f) < l/fc . 
Assume that t - g0(f) _> l/fc for some * e($__, <xj]; then by Lemma 1.17 there is 
t' _> t such that #0 is linear on (t, t') and<z0(t') < t' = q0(r'+). By the definition of a* 
we have t' _g a*. Then 
qo(*'+) - <Zo(0 = t' ~ qo(0 = ' - 4o(0 = l/fc 
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and the point t' should belong to the set {/?*, /?*,. . . , Pmu} which is not true. 
For every i = 1, 2 , . . . , mk denote t\ = ft[ - l/4k, Q
k = pk - l/2fc, s* = a* -f-
+ l/4k; by (1.21) we have &\ > skh 
Let i = 0 , 1 , . . . , mk. In case J?* = a*+1 define T* = j8* -f l/4fc = s j + 1 . 
In case pk < ccki+ x let us find T* such that 
# < T * < O C * + 1 , t* <£/>* + l /4 fc , 
and q0 is continuous at TJ. 
There is an integer n\ such that for every n ^ n\ the function qn is linear on each 
of the intervals \_sh f*], i = 1, 2 , . . . , mk and 
(1.23) \qn(t) - a0(t)| < l/4fc for every t e [s
k
h t\] , i = 1, 2 , . . . , m k . 
Denote T0 = 0, s
k
mk+l = 1. 
Let i = 1, 2 , . . . , mk -F 1. In case that />*_ 4 < a*, let us find a division 
**-l = îO < ^il < ... < CTfr̂  = A 
such that akj — cr*,/-! < l/4fc for i = 1, 2 , . . . , rk and #0 is continuous at G
kj, j = 
= 0 , 1 , . . . , r*. In case jf?*_± = a*, denote r* = 0. 
There is an integer n\ such that \qn(^ij) - qo(
criy)| < 1/4& for every n = n£, 
i = l , 2 , . . . , m t + 1,1 = 0 , 1 , . . . , ^ - 1. 
Let us denote nk = max {n^, n*}. For n — nk, nk + 1, . . . , nk+l — 1 let us define 
a function Xn e A in the following way: 
For every i — 1, 2, ..., mk we have 
t. - «-tf) = [t. - «o(tM + M® ~ qn(t))] > [t) - qo(P)] - 1/4* = 
= [ft - <Zo(#)] + [A -ft]- l/4k ^ 1/2* ; 
*. " «.(*.) = [TJ - «O(T?)] + [«o(tJ) - <Z„tf)] < [TJ - «J0(TJ)] + 
+ l/4fc = [i* - q 0 (# + )] + 1/4* = [T? - M] + l/4fc g l/2fc. 
These inequalities yield 
(1.24) tk - qn(t
k) > l/2fc > T* - qn(T*) . 
Using Lemma 1.17, we can find yitn _i ** such that qn is linear on [**, yin] and 




Let us define Xn(p
k) = *yI>n, Ajjfy = 9*, A„(T*) = Th Xn being linear on the intervals 
[ # . tf], [ft, *<] for i = 1, 2 , . . . , mk; XJfi = t for * e [0, %)xj 0 ( t?-i , # ) u 
i = 2 
u (Tmk» ! ] • The function /,„ is increasing and continuous, An(0) = 0, An(l) = 1. 
Since t) <; ylV, < T^ and T\ - t
k < l/2fc, we have \An(P
k) - j8?J < l/2fc. Consequently 
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\\Xn - idfl < l/2fe for n = «„,«* + 1,..., n t + 1 - 1. 
Now we aim at proving that qnoknz%q0. Assume that nk<,n < nk+1. Let 
t e [3*, # ] , i = 1, 2,. . . , mk. Then Xn(t) e [d*, y, „]; let us notice that q0 and qn are 
lipschitzian with the constant 1 on [5*, )9*] and [9*, y( „], respectively. We have 
kwo) - «o(oi = Un(m) - q*(m + 
+ W)) - «o(#)| + |«o(9?) - «o(t)| < 
< \Mf - # ] -»- V4fc + % -1 __ 
__ 2 . [T* - 3*] + l/4fc ^ 2 . 3/4* + 1/4* = 7/4* . 
Assume that f e (# , T*] i = 1, 2,. . . , m*; then Xjt) e (?,.,„, T*]. We have 
«„W0) - «o(0 = «-(*')) - «o(t) = [«„(**) - «otf)] + 
+ [_-(*.) " «o(0] < l/4fe + [_otf) ~ «o(tf+)] = 
= l/4fe + [«0(T*) - # ] __ l/4fc + [T* - ft] ^ 1/4* + 1/4* = 1/2*: 
' «_W0) - «o(0 = «_(?.-,»+) - «o(0 = yi>n - «o(0 __y,-,„ - t __ 
^ y , , B - T * ; > - i / 2 f e . 
Let te(a)j_l,o
k
iJ], i = 1,2, ...,mk + l , j = 0 ,1 , . . . , r* - 1. Then 
«„W0) - «o(0 = ««(0 ~ «»(0 _- «»(4) " «o(4-i) = 
= [«„«•) - «o(4)] + [ 4 - 4 - d + [ 4 - i - «o(4-i)] < 
< l/4fc + l/4fc + 1/fe = 3/2fc ; 
«„W0) - «o(0 = «»(0 - «o(0 = «»(4-i) - «o(4) = 
= [«»(4-0 - « o ( 4 - 0 ] + [«o(4-i) - «o(4)] > -i/4fe + 
+ [ « o ( 4 - 0 - 4 - i ] + [ 4 - i - 4 ] > - i / 4 f c - i/fe - i/4fc = 
= -3/2fe. 
Taking into account (1.23), we can conclude that 
|«»W0) - «o(0l < 2/fe f o r e v e ry t e [0,1] and n ^ nk . 
1.20. Theorem. Assume that a sequence of increasing functions (/„)"_! c: _#;/ 
is given such that 
(1.25) /„(0) = 0 , /„(l) = 1 , the continuous part of fn is increasing 
for every n e N ; 
(1.26) for every _ > 0 there is St e(0, _] such that the following 
holds: If re [0,1) and /„(_)-/„(*+) <<*_, t«en fn(t+) -
-f«(t)<e-
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Then there is a sequence of increasing continuous functions (̂ B)"__i <= A such that 
\\(fn)-i - Pn"! ->0 with n-+ oo, 
and the set {fnocp"1; n = 1,2, ...} is relatively compact in the metric space (&1\ (?). 
Proof. For a fixed integer n let us find an increasing function gn e £#[" such that 
gn(0) = 0, gn(l) = 1, gn has finitely many points of discontinuity and 
(1.27) I/, - gn\\ < \\n and \\(fn)^ - ( f c).- | | < 1/n . 
The function g- will be constructed in the following way: 
There is a division 0 = t0 < tt < ... < tk < fk+1 = 1 such that tt - t,.! < 1/n 
for i = 1,2, ...,fc + 1 and 
[/ '(i) - / ' ( o ) ] - __[/(ff+) - / ( f f ) ] = I [ / ' ( t f ) - / ' (*• . - .+)] < i/» 
where we denote by fJ,fc the jump part and the continuous part off 
Let us define 
• lfn(t) ~ j?(t,)] for f 6(*,_., ff] , i = 1, 2,. . . , k + 1 . 
We have 
(1.28) gn(ti) = fn(ti) and g„(f.+) = /,(*,+) for i = l,2,.. . ,fc. 
For t e (*,•_!, fj we have 
WtW„(t)| = 
= !_/'(<,•) - / ' ( ' . -1 +)] i m - fn(h- 1 +)] | < 1/n • 
Hence \\g„ - /.J < 1/n. 
By virtue of (1.28), for every s 6(f„(t.-_+), L(ff)] = («„(ff-i+), fl„(f,)] both 
(/„)-, (s) and (fif„)-i (s) belong to (ff_i, ff]. From the assumption ff — ff_t < 1/n 
we conclude that 
| ( g . . ( » ) - ^ - i ( 4 < - / » -
If s e (L(fi),L(fi+)] = (g„(ti), gn(t{+)l then (/;)_. (s) = (</„)_! (s) = ff. We have 
found that ](/„)_! (s) - (g,),! (s)| < 1/n for every s e [0,1]. 
For every i = 1, 2,. . . , fe let us find a point s, satisfying 
(1.29) ff_t < s( < ff, ti - 1/n < st and g„(t^ - fl„(s() < 1/n . 
Denote tf„(sf) = <x„ ̂ „(ff) = T(, a„(ff+) = Sf. 
Let us define a function <pn e A as follows: For f e [0, sx] u U (ff_i, sf] u (ft, 1] 
i=2 
we define <p„(f) = gn(t). For f e (sf, f,], i = 1,2,..., k let us define 
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<Pn(t) = 9n(Si) + g*;+J " ffi • WO - gn(Si)] = (7i + * ! _ * . W ) - a J . 
Further let us define qn = gno<p„
l. The function qn has the form 
4»(5) = ** + ' ~ *"* • 0 - *i] f<>r 5 G (*i > 3i] > 
T, - (7i 
i = l,2,.. . ,fc, 
k 
qj(s) = s for s e ^ a J u U ^ - i ^ i l u ^ l ] . 
1 = 2 
It is evident that qn e Q. 
Let i = 1,2,..., fc. Since ^(s,) = a, = <pn(sf), 0„(Ti+) = 9t = ^ ( T , ) and the 
functions #„, (pn are increasing, we have (gn)~x (<r,) = sf = q>n\o^ (gn)-i (#») = 
= '» = tpn1^^' Hence sf ^ (g„)-i (s) g ^ and sf g (Pn
X(s) ^ ff for every se 
e ((7i, S j . Since fi - st < 1/n by (1.29), we obtain the estimate 
|(gw)-i(s) ~ <Pn\s)\ < 1/n for every se(at99t\. 
k 
If s e [0, a j u U (Sj-i, o"i] u (̂ /k, 1] then (gw)_!(s) = (^ ( s ) . Consequently 
i = 2 
||(0„)-i - 9^1 < l/». By (1.27) we have 
(1.30) \\(fnU-<pn~
l\\<2\n. 
Let us prove 
(1.31) If for £ > 0 the value of de is taken from (1.26), then qn(s) e (1 - 2e, 1) 
for every s e (1 - (5e, 1). 
k 
Let s e( l - de, 1). Either s e [0, <7X] u U (#.-i> ^i] u (#*, 1], then qn(s) = s, and 
i = 2 
g„(s) e (1 - <5e, 1). Or s e ((7;, Sf] for some i e {l, 2,.. . , fc}; then 
1 - qn(s) = [1 - s] + [s - (7J . J L Z J « <; [1 - s] + [Si - T J = 
8i ~ °i 
« [1 - a] + [fn(ti+) - MU)] <5e + s^2e. 
If we define for every integer n functions gn, (pn, qn in this way, by (1.30) it is clear 
that ||(f„)-i - 9-711| -* 0. Let us prove that the set {f„ o cp'1; ne N} is relatively 
compact in the metric space (^7; 0)-Let (fnt o 9^)7^ i be an arbitrary subsequence. 
By Helly's Choice Theorem the sequence (-7W|)ili contains a pointwise convergent 
subsequence qni (s) -• q(s) for every s e [0, l ] . Let us define q0(0)
 = 0> 4o(s) = ^( s~) 
for s e (0,1]. Let us prove that q0(i) = 1. 
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For a given e > 0 let us find <5cby (1.26). Let s e ( l - <58,1). Since <-^(s) -* q(s), 
there is Z0 e N such that \qn. (s) - q(s)\ < e for every / ^ /0. Let us fix / ^ /0 and 
denote n = nirThenO ^ 1 - q(s) = [1 - $n(s)] + [qn(s) - «(s)] < [1 - qn(s)] + 
-f £ < 3e according to (1.31). Consequently q0(l) = g ( l - ) = 1. 
By Lemma 1.18 the function q0 belongs to Q and by Lemma 1.19 there is a sequence 
(Az)r=-i such that qn.o Xx Z% q0. Then \\(fUu o <?-*) o A, - 4o | | k fl)^ - 0 . J + 
+ l(0«i- ° ̂ l,1) ° A* "" *o|| < I/-,, + I*-,, o *i - «o|| -+ 0 with / -> oo. Hence the 
sequence (fn. o ̂ n"/)^-! is convergent in the metric space (^j~; Q). 
1.21. Theorem. Let a sequence of nondecreasing functions (hn)n
K>^1 cz 0f[ be 
given such that hn(0) = 0. Assume that there is a nondecreasing continuous function 
r\\ [0, oo) -+ [0, oo), rj(0) = 0 such that 
(1.32) limsup [hn(t») - hn(t')] S rj(h0(t'') - h0(t')) 
n-*oo 
provided h0 is continuous at t', t"; 0 ^ t' < t" :g 1. 
Then there is a subsequence (hnk)*=i, a sequence of increasing continuous functions 
(vk)k=i <= -4 and a function v e 0t\ so that 
(1.33) the functions hnk oV
k_± are uniformly convergent; 
(1.34) vk(t) -> v(f) for every ;> e [0, 1] at which v is continuous; 
(1.35) v(t") - v(r') ^ t" - *' + rj(h0(t") - h0(t'))for every t' < t". 
Proof. Let us define 
^ - T T T ^ for " - 1 - 2  
l + K{\) 
Thenf, e ^r>/«(0) = 05/«(0 = 1
 a n d the continuous part off, is increasing. 
The assumption (1.32) implies that there is K such that 1 + hn(i) ^ K for every 
nerV. 
If h0 is continuous at t' < t'\ then 
(1.36) lim sup [fn(t") - /„(.')] = lim sup
 %" ~ *' + ^ ~ ^ g 
n-+oo n-->oo 1 + "n(l) 
S lim sup [f" - t' + h„(t") - h„(.')] ^ t" - f + #o( t") - *o(*')) • 
n-»oo 
Let us verify the assumption (1.26) of Theorem 1.20. Since the function h0 is 
left-continuous at 1 and r\ is right-continuous at 0, for a given e > 0 there is :Ae 
e(0, fi/2) such that M 
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>j(n0(l) - h0(t)) < e/2 for every t e (1 - A, 1). 
Let T e (1 - A, 1 - /t/2] be fixed so that h0 is continuous at T. By (1.36) we have 
lim sup [/„(1) - /„(*)] < [1 - T] + # 0 ( 1 ) - *0(t)) < e . 
n-*oo 
There is n0 e N such that 
(1.37) / „ ( l ) - / B (T )<e for every n Z n0 . 
Let n = 1,2,..., n0 - 1. There is s„ e (0,1) such that /B(l) - /„(sB) < e. Denote 
*.,=-/-(I)-/-(*-)• If f„(l)-L(t+)<5B then fn(t+) > fn(sn), which implies 
t £ s„. Consequently/„(.+) - L(f) ^ /B(l) - /B(s„) < £. 
Denote Se = min {$., S2, ••-, &no-u ̂ /2K, e}. Assume that /„(l) - f„(t+) < «̂» 
n ^ n0. Then 
l - * <; l - * + hJLi) - /*„(*+) = [f„(i) - fn(t+)] (l + hn(i)) g 
^lfn(l)-fn(t+)]K<SBKSll2. 
Then te(l - t, 1). By (1.37) we have/,(*+) - /„(*) = f„(l) - /,(T) <C. 
By Helly's Choice Theorem there is a function v0 and a subsequence (f»k)f=i 
such that fnk -• t;0(*) for every t e [0,1]. Define v(0) = 0, i?(l) = 1, t;(t) = 0o(f-) 
for t e (0,1). From (1.36) we get (1.35); hence ve^. 
Since the assumptions of Theorem 1.20 are satisfied, there is a sequence ((pk)k=\ <= 
c A such that ||(f„k)-i - <Pk
X\\ -* 0 with fc -> oo and the set {f„k o^
1; ke N} 
is relatively compact in (@I;Q). Consequently there is a subsequence which for 
simplicity will be denoted again by (f„k o (Pk
1), a function qe0t± and a sequence 
(̂ fc)*0*- I c -̂  s u ch t n a t 
(A^^/T^oAfcZt^ and /I* =5 id. 
Since /,(*") - fn(t') = (*" - r
r)/K for every t' < t% n e /V, we get v(f) - v(f') = 
^ (f — t')jKioT t' < t". Then the function i> is increasing. Proposition 1.13 implies 
that (f,k)-i Z% i?-1."Then also (p
k-x^$ V-t. By Proposition 1.13 we obtain that 
(1.38) <pk(t) -• v(t) provided v is continuous at t e [0, 1] . 
Let us denote vk = X^
1 o q>k for every ke N. Then vhe A; (1.38) implies (1.34). 
Since the functions f^ovj"1- are uniformly convergent, the functions hnk0vk^t 
are also uniformly convergent. 
1.22. Proposition. For every nondecreasing function x: [0, 1] -* [0, oo) such that 
lim x(r) = 0 = x(0), there is a continuous concave increasing function r\\ [0, 1] -* 
r-*0 + 
-• [0, oo) such that */(0) = 0 and x(r) ^ t](r)for every r e [0,1]. 
Proof. Denote ju(0) = 0 and define Co = sup{Ce^; x(r) < x(l) - C(l - r) 
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for every r e [0,1]}. Since the function x is nondecreasing, we have Co = 0. Define 
l<r) = x(l) - C0(l - r) for r e [*, 1] . 
For k = 1, 2,... let us assume that the function \i has been defined on [2" \ l ] . 
Denote 
Cfc = sup {C e ^; x(r) = n(2~
k) - £(2~k - r) for every r e [0, 2"*]} 
and define 
fi(r) = fi(2~k) - Zk(2~
k - r) for r e [2" '"1 , 2'k) . 
Obviously 0 = x(r) g jx(r) for every r e [0, 1], and the function \i is continuous 
on (0, 1] (it is piecewise linear). Since the function x is nondecreasing, we have 
Cjk = 0 for every k = 0, 1, 2, . . . and consequently the function /* is nondecreasing 
on [0, 1]. 
Let us show that the function \i is concave. For k = 0,1,2,... , re [0, 2 -*-1] 
we have the inequality 
x(r) Z n(r) = n(2-k) - Cfc(2~* - r) = 
= (X2-*) - ik(2-
k - 2-""1)] - U 2 - - - - r) = 
= H 2 * - I ) - a 2 - " - 1 - r ) . 
Consequently Ck+i = C*, hence the function /i is concave on (0,1], Since fi(r) ^ 0 
on (0,1] and /x(0) = 0, this function is concave on the whole interval [0,1]. 
Let us prove that fi(0 + ) = lim /z(r) = 0. Let us denote /? = fi(0+). Assume that 
r-+0 + 
p > 0. Since x(0+) = 0, there is 5 > 0 such that x(r) < j8/2 for every r e(0, d). 
There is an integer k0 such that 2~




k)<p.i = fi(0 + ).i = 
^ fi(2~k) . i < fi(2~k)(i + 2k"1r) = li(2~k)(l - 2k"1(2"* - r)) = 
= M ( 2 -
k ) - [ K 2 - k ) . 2 k - 1 ] ( 2 - k - r ) . 
Taking into account the definition of £*, we find that 
c^K-i"*)--*"1-
Then 
P = /i(0+) g fi(2-k-1) = /i(2-*) - Cft(2~* - 2-*-
1) ^ 
g A<2-*) - |X2-*) . 2*-'1] (2~k - 2"*-1) = 
= fi(2~k)(l - 2*-1(2~* - 2"*-1)) = )i{2-k) . 3/4 
holds for any integer k ^ k0. Passing to infinity with k, we obtain 
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>(0+)^| i (0+) .3 /4 , 
which is a contradiction with ft > 0. 
We have proved that \i is a continuous, concave and nondecreasing function. 
Then the function r\(r) = \i(r) + r, re [0,1] satisfies the requirements of Proposi-
tion 1.22. 
2. CHARACTERIZATIONS OF COMPACT SETS IN mN\a, b] 
2.1. Lemma. Assume that the set s& cz 0tN\a, b] is equiregulated. Then for every 
e > 0 there is a division a = t0 < t1 < ... < tk = b such that 
(2.1) |x(t) - x(f')| <; e for every xes4 and \t, t'] c (t._ l5 tj), 
j= l , 2 , . . . , f c . 
Proof. By D let us denote the set of all d e (a, b] such that there is a division 
a = *o < h . . . < tk = d for which (2.1) holds. 
There is 5 ^ ( 0 , 6 - a] such that |x(f) - x (a+) | ^ e/2 for every xestf, te 
e(a,a + <5,); denote dx = a + o*!, a = f0 < *i = ^i- F °
r [t» *'] c (<*> ^i) a n d 
x e J ^ we have the inequality |x(f) - x(*')| g |x(t) - x (a+) | + \x(tf) - x (a+) | = e. 
Hence dx e D. Denote 3 = sup D. There is 5 > 0 such that \x(3-) - x(t)\ g e/2 
for every xestf, t e (3 - 5,3) n \a, b]. Find de D n(3 — 8,3) and a division 
a = t0 < tt . . . < tk = d such that (2.1) holds. Denote tk+l = 3. For [f, *'] c 
c : ('*>'*+I) and x e s4 we have the inequality |x(f) - x(f')| ^ |x(t) - x(3-)\ + 
+ |x(f') - x(3-)\ ^ s. Hence 3e D. If 3 < b then it would be possible to find 
d2 e (d, b] such that d2 e D in similar way as dt was defined. But this contradicts 
3 = sup D and consequently 3 = b. 
2.2. Lemma. Assume that a set s4 c ^ [ a , b] is equiregulated and for any 
t e [a, b] there is a number yt such that 
(2.2) |x(/) - x ( f - ) | = yt holds for t e (a, b] ; 
|x(r+) - x(*)| S yt holds for t e \a, b) . 
Then there is K > 0 such that \x(t) — x(a)| ^ Kfor every xes4,te\a, b]. 
Proof. Denote by B the set of all T e (a, b] for which there is Kt > 0 such that 
\x(t) - x(a)| S Kt for any xes/, te\a, T ] . Since the set s4 is equiregulated, there 
is 8 > 0 such that |x(f) — x(a+) | ^ 1 for every xestf, te(a,a + <5]. For every 
te(a,a + 8] and x e s4 we have the estimate 
\x(t) - x(a)| = |x(t) - x (a+) | + |x(a+) - x(a)| = 1 + ya = K(a+<J). 
Hence (a, a + <5] cz B. Denote T0 = sup B. 
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There is &' > 0 such that \x(t) - X ( T 0 - ) | = 1 for every x e j / , r e [ r 0 - <5', T0) . 
Let us fix a point T e £ n [T 0 - S'9 r0). For x e stf, t e (T, T0) we have 
WO - x(a)| ^ |x(t) - X ( T 0 - ) | + | X ( T 0 - ) - X(T)| + |X(T) - x(a)| = 
_ 1 + 1 + Kx; 
then also |X(T0—) - x(a)| ^ 2 + Kx and 
|X(T0) - x(a)| = |X(T0) - X ( T 0 - ) | + ( X ( T 0 - ) - x(a)| = yXo + 2 + Kx. 
Hence T0 e B with KTo = yXo + 2 + Kx. 
For T0 < b we can find <5" > 0 such that 
\x(t) - X ( T 0 + ) | ^ 1 for any x e srf , t e (T0, T0 + 5"] . 
Then |x(f) - x(a)| ^ |x(f) - X ( T 0 + ) | + | X ( T 0 + ) - X(T0)| + |X(T0) - x(a)| = 1 + 
+ yTo + Kt0 = K(xo+d„y Hence T0 + <5" e B and we get a contradiction with the 
definition of B. Consequently T0 = b e B. 
2.3. Proposition. A set s4 — 0tN\a, b] is relatively compact in the sup-norm 
topology if and only if it is equiregulated, satisfies (2.2) and there is a > 0 such that 
\x(a)\ ;_ a for any xe stf. 
Proof. It is well-known that a subset -4 of a Banach space X is relatively compact 
if and only if it is totally bounded, i.e. for every e > 0 there is a finite a-net F for 
A — i.e. such a subset F = {x1? x 2 , . . . , xk} of X that for every x e A there is xn e F 
satisfying ||x — xn|| ^ s. 
(i) Assume that s4 is relatively compact. Then it is bounded by a constant C; 
evidently (2.2) is satisfied with yt = 2C for every t e [a, b]. 
Let t0 e [a, b] and £ > 0 be given. Let {xu x 2 , . . . , xk} cz fflN[a, b] be a finite 
£/3-net for s/. For every n = 1, 2 , . . . , k there is <5n > 0 such that 
\xn(t) ~ xn(t0+)\ < e/3 for t e (t0, t0 + <5„) n [a, b] and 
|*o( 'o-) - xn(t)\ < e/3 for te(t0 - <5n, t0) n [a, b] . 
Denote 5 = min {5l9 <52,..., Sk}. 
For arbitrary x e i let us find xn such that ||x — xn|| ^ s/3. For every t e 
te (to, t0 + 5) n [a, b] we have the inequality 
|x(r) - x(t0+)\ ^ \x(t) - xn(r)| + |xn(r) - xn(*0+)| + 
+ | ^ o + ) - x(t0+)\ = 2||x - xn|| + \xn(t) - xn(t0+)| < e, 
and similarly |x(i>0-) - x(t)\ < s for t e (t0 - 8, t0) n [a, b]. 
(ii) Assume that stf is equiregulated, (2.2) holds and |x(a)| ^ a for every xesJ. 
By Lemma 2.2 there is K > 0 such that |x(t) — x(a)| ^ K for any x e i and 
/ e [a, 6]. Hence |x(*)| ^ |x(t) - x(a)| + |x(a)| ^ K + a. If we denote y = K + a 
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then ||x|| ^ y for any X G ^ , 
Let e > 0 be given. By Lemma 2.1 there is a division a = f0 < tx < ... < f* = b 
such that (2A) holds, when e is replaced by e/2. 
Let {a t, a2 , . . . , aOT} be a finite e/2-net of the compact set {a e R
N; |a| g y}. Define 
F = {x: [a, b] -> ^N ; x is constant on (f , - i , *,) for every j = 1, 2 , . . . , k and X(*)G 
G {<xl9 ct2,..., am} for every t e [a, b]}. The set F c= ^ [ a , b] is evidently finite. 
Let us verify that F is an e-net for s&. Let x G $4 be given. For every n = 0, 1, ..., k 
there is f„ G {1, 2 , . . . , m} such that \x(tn) — oe.J g e, for every n = 1, 2 , . . . , fc there 
is L. G {1, 2 , . . . , m} such that |x(rw —) - ajn\ g e/2. 
Let us define z(tn) = ain, n = 0, 1, . . . , k, z(t) = ain for te(tn_l9 tn) and any 
w = 1, 2 , . . . , /c. Then z G F and|z(?„) - x(rM)| g e, |z(f) - x(f)| = |a,n - x(*)| g 
-S K - x(*w-) | + |x( t n - ) - x(t)| g e for te(tn.l9 tn); hence ||z - *|| g e. We 
have proved that srf is totally bounded. 
2.4. Corollary. A set s4 c: ^ N [ a , b] si relatively compact if and only if it is 
equiregulated and for every t e [a, b] the set {x(t); x e i } is bounded in RN. 
Proof. If s4 is relatively compact then it is equiregulated by Proposition 2.3 and 
evidently it is bounded. 
Assume that si/ is equiregulated and \x(t)\ g /?, for x G stf9 t e [a, b]. 
Let te(a, b) be given. There is 5 > 0 such that |X(T) — x(t — )| g 1 for x e i , 
T G ( * - 5, t) and |X(T) - x(f+)| ^ 1 for xe(t9t + S). Let zx e(t - 3, t)9 r2e 
G (t, t + 5) be fixed. Then 
|x(0 - x(*-)l = KOI + K*0I + K H - *(*0I = ft + ft, + i ; 
|x(* + ) - x(r)| S \x(t+) - X(T2)| + |X(T2)| + |x(0| S 1 + ft2 + ft . 
Let us denote y, = 1 + ft + max {ft1? ftj. Analogously yfl, yb can be defined. 
Hence the condition (2.2) is fulfilled and srf is relatively compact by Proposition 2.3. 
Remark. This result can be found also e.g. in [3]. 
2.5. By the symbol Viet us denote the set of all increasing functions v: [0, 1] -> 
-* [0,1] such that v(0) = 0, v(l) = 1. Any function v e V transforms the interval 
[0,1] onto a subset of [0,1] having the form [0, 1 ] \ { f) [v(t-)9 v(t)) u 
u n «*).*+)]}• « ? » 
f€[0,l) 
t/(0 <*>(* + ) 
2.6. Definition. Let veV be given. By the symbol Lv let us denote the set of all 
functions yeMNfor which the following conditions hold: 
(2.3) If te(09 1] is a point such that v(t — ) < v(t) then the function y is left-
continuous at the point v(i — ) and linear on the interval [v(t—), v(t)~\. 
(2.4) If te[09 1) is a point such that v(t) < v(t+) then the function y is right-
continuous at v(t+) and linear on [v(t),v(t + )~]. 
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2.7. Definitiin. Let an increasing function ve V and a regulated function xe®H 
be given. A regulated function y e &N is called the linear prolongation of the 
function x along the function v, if y e Lv and x(t) = y(v(t))for every t e [0, 1]. 
2.8. Proposition. Let veV. If yu yi e Lv are functions such that yi(v(t)) = y2(K0) 
for every t e [a, b] where [a, b] cz [0,1], then y^r) = J>2(T) for every 
Te[v(a),v(b)]. 
Proof. Denote y = yi - y2, then y e Lv and y(v(t)) = 0 for every te[a, b]. 
If t e(a, b] is such that v(t-) < v(t) then y(v(t-)) == 0 by the assumption (2.3). 
Since the function y is linear on the interval [v(t —), v(t)], it vanishes on all this 
interval. Similarly for every t e [a, b) such that v(t) < v(t + ) we have y(v(t)) = 
= y(v(t+)) = 0 and consequently J>(T) = 0 for every T e [v(t), v(t + )]. Then ^ ( T ) — 
— y2V
T) = y(T) = 0 f ° r every T e [v(a), v(b)]. 
2.9. Proposition. Let v eV. Any function x e fflN has exactly one linear prolonga-
tion along v. 
Proof. For a given function x e @N let us define a function y: [0, 1] -> R
N in the 
following way: 
(2.5) J>(T) = x(t) provided T = v(t), t e [0, 1]; 
if v(t — ) + v(t) then J>(T) = x(t—) for T = v(t —) and y is linear on 
[v(t-),v(t)]; 
if v(t) + v(t + ) then J>(T) = x(t+) for T = v(t+) and y is linear on 
[v(t),v(t+)]. 
To prove that y is regulated, it is sufficient to verify that 
(2.6) lim J(T) = x(t0-) for every T0 = v(t0-) , t0 e (0, 1] ; 
T-*TO — 
lim J>(T) = x(t0 + ) for every T0 = v(t0 + ) , t0 e [0, 1) . 
Let t0 e(0, 1], denote T0 = v(t0 — ) . For a given e > 0 there is S > 0 such that 
\x(t) — x(f0-)| < £ for every t e(t0 — d, t0). For arbitrary T e(v(/0 — <5), v(t0-~)) 
we can find t e (t0 — S, t0) such that T e [v(t —), v(t+)] (this interval contains only 
one point when v is continuous at t). If T e [tf(f —), tf(f)]> t n e r e is A e [0, l ] such that 
T = A v(t-) + (1 — X) v(t); since y is linear on [tf(f —), v(t)], it has the form J>(T) = 
= Ax( r - ) + (1 - X)x(t). We get the inequality |J>(T) - x(t0 —)| = A|x(r-) -
— x(t0-)\ + (1 - A) \x(t) - x ( r 0 - ) | < e. In the latter case x e [v(t), v(t+)] we 
can find pi e [0, l ] such that T = \i v(i) + (1 - ft) v(t+), and again we get \y(r) -
— x(to — )\ < e- Consequently lim J>(T) = x(t0 — ) . The other equality in (2.6) can 
be verified analogously. 
It is evident that y e Lv. It follows from Proposition 2.8 that the linear prolongation 
is unique. 
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2.10. Proposition. Let veV. The linear prolongation of a function x e 0tN along v 
is continuous if and only if the condition 
(2.7) if t e(0,1] , x(t-) 4= x(t) then v(t-) 4= v(t) ; 
if t € [0,1) , x(t) 4= x(t+) then v(t) # v(t+) 
holds. 
Proof. Let us denote by y the linear prolongation of x along v. Assume that y 
is continuous. If v(t—) = v(t) for some ?e(0,1] then x(t—) = lim J(V(T)) = 
t - * t -
= y(i>(0) = x(t); if t>(t-f-) = v(f) for some t e [0,1) then x(t+) = x(f). Hence (2.7) 
is satisfied. 
Assume that the condition (2.7) holds. In order to verify that y is continuous, 
it is sufficient to whow that 
lim y(x) = y(t0) for every T0 = v(t0-) , t0 e (0,1] and 
t_>to~ 
' lim y(-z) = y(x0) for every T0 = v(t0+) , f0 e [0,1) . 
t-+to + 
Let f0 e(0, 1], denote T0 = v(t0-). If v(t0-) + v(t0) then J/(T0) = x(t0-) by (1.6); 
from (1.7) we get lim y(x) = x(t0-) = >'(T0). If v(t0~) = v(t0) then x(t0-) = 
t - * t o -
= x(t0) by virtue of (2.7) and from (2.6) we get the equality lim y(z) = x(t0) = 
- KO-
The equality lim y(x) = y(?0) for T0 = v(t0+) can be verified analogously. 
t-*to + 
2.11. Proposition. Assume that veV. For every two functions yl9 y2 e Lv we have 
the equality 
llyi - y2\\ = \\y±ov - y2ov\\. 
Proof. Let us denote y = yx - y2. Evidently \\yov\\ g \\y\\. If o = v(t)9 te 
€ [0,1], then 
(2.8) Wcr)| - WKO)! s By • 4 
If S = v(t—) and v(t —) 4= v(t) then the function y is continuous at v(t—) due to 
(2.3); from (2.8) we get 
(2.9) jy(S)|= lim \y(v(s))\ = \\y o v\\ . 
s-*t-
Since y is linear on \y(t—), r(f)] and we have estimates (2.8), (2.9) for 3 = t;(f—), 
<7 = t>(f), for every T € [i>(*-), t;(r)] the inequality )}>(T)| ^ ||j/ o tI|j holds. 
Similarly |}>(T)| ^ \\y °v\\ for every TG [t;(f), *?(*+)] where te\0,1) is such that 
v(t) * t?(t+). Hence \\y\\ g ||j; 0 t>||. 
It has been proved that \\yt - y2\\ = | | j | | = \\y o v\\ = fl^ 0 v - y2 o t?||. 
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2.12. Proposition. Let functions x e 0tN and v eV be given, assume that there is 
a continuous increasing concave function rj: [0, 1] -> [0, oo), rj(0) = 0 such that 
(2.10) |x(r2) - x(tx)\ ^ rj(v(t2) - v^J) for every 0 ^ tt < t2 = 1 . 
Let the function y e Lv be the linear prolongation of the function x along v. Then 
|KT2> ~ y(*i)| = # 2 - *i) for every 0 ^ ^ < T2 ^ 1 . 
Proof. Let us denote by Z the closure of the set {T e [0 ,1] ; T = v(f) for some 
/ e [0,1]}. If T15 T2 e [0,1] are points such that Tt = v(tt), T2 = v(t2) and tx < t2, 
then (2A) implies that 
ly(^) - y(Ti)| = \x(t2) - x(t,)\ = rj(v(t2) - v(tx)) = rj(<c2 - xt) . 
Since the functions y, rj are continuous, the inequality 
(2.11) \y(r2) - y(rt)\ = rj(x2 - xx) 
holds for every TU T2 e Z such that Tt < T2. 
(a) Assume that (a, b) is a component of the open set (0,1) \ Z, let a ^ TX < T2 ^ 
^ fc. Since a, 6 e Z, the inequality |y(b) — ^(a)! ^ .7(6 — a) holds. 
Either (a, b) = (v(t-), v(t)) or (a, b) = (v(t), v(t+)) for some t e [0 ,1] . Since 
y e Lv, the function y is linear on [a, 6]; hence 
y(^)-y(n) = X-f^-.iy(b)-y(a)-]. 
Owing to the fact that rj is a concave function and f/(0) = 0, we get the inequality 
I*-) - *-)l = TT7 •#-«) = ^ (737- (* - f l)) = 
= l(*2 - * . ) • 
(b) It remains to consider the case when T1 ; T2 e [0, l ] are points such that a <. 
= Tn = b g c = T2 g d, where a, b, c, d e Z and the following holds: If a < b 
then y is linear on [a, &]; if c < d then y is linear on [c, d] . Let At, A2 e [0,1] be such 
that Ti = (1 — Ax) a + At£> and T2 = (1 — A2) c + X2d. 
Since the function r\ is concave, (2.2) yields the estimate 
\y(r2) - y(x1)\ = 
= |[(1 - A2) ><c) + A2 Xd)] - [(1 - A.) X«) + At 3<*)]| = 
= 1(1 " *-) [(1 - *i) M-) ~ X<0) + A.(Xc) - # ) ) ] + 
+ A2[(l - A,) (Xd) - X«)) + W ) " K*))]| = 
= (1 - A2) [(1 - At) ij(c - a) + At>7(c - b)] + 
+ A2[(l - A,) >7(d - a) + A ^ d - &)] £ i f o - T . ) . 
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2.13. Lemma. / / two sets Mw c (0, 1] and M + c [0, 1) are at most countabler 
there exists an increasing function ve V such that 
(2.12) MT = {t e (0,1]; i<*-~) 4= t;(f)} and 
M + = {re [0,1); < t ) - # v ( r + ) } . 
Proof. Let us order the sets M~, M + into sequences M~ = {sl9 s 2 , . . . } , M
+ = 
= {al9 al9...} (finite sequences if the sets are finite). Let us take any sequences of 
positive numbers {rl9 r2,...} and {Q19 Q29 ...} such that Y
rj < °°> Y@j < °°- ^ e t u s 
define w(t) = t + Y rj + Z £1 f ° r eve rY *G [0> *]• Then the function w is 
0<Sjgf 0£*7/<t 
increasing, w(0) = 0, 0 < w(l) < oo. The function v(t) = w(l)"1 w(t) belongs to V 
and satisfies (2A2). 
2.14. Theorem. For an arbitrary function x: [0, 1] -» RN the following conditions 
are equivalent: 
(i) The function x is regulated. 
(ii) There is a continuous function y: [0,1] -* RN and an increasing function 
v e Vsuch that x(t) = y(v(t)) for every t e [0, 1]. 
(iii) There is an increasing function v: [0, 1] -> [0, l ] and a continuous in-
creasing function r\: [0, 1] -> [0, oo) such that rj(0) = 0 and 
(2.13) |x(f2) - *(*i)| <; rj(v(t2) - v(tx)) provided 0 g tx < t2 ^ 1 . 
Proof, (i) => (ii). Let us denote 
(2.14) M " = { te(0, 1]; x(t-) * x(t)} and 
M + = { te[0 , 1); x{t) -# x(t+)} . 
By virtue of the property 1.6 the sets M~, M + are at most countable. By Lemma 2A3 
there is a function v e Vsuch that (2A2) holds. If y e Lv is the linear prolongation 
of x along v9 it is continuous according to Proposition 2A0. 
(ii) => (iii) The function rj is a modulus of continuity of the function y. 
(iii) => (i) Let t0 e (0, l ] . For an arbitrary e > 0 there is A > 0 such that rj(X) < e 
and there is 5 > 0 such that v(t0~) - v(t0 - 5) <; A. If f0 - S <; t' < f" < t0, 
then t<r") - v(t') ^ v(t0-) - v(t0 - d) S K hence \x(t") - x(t')\ S rj(v(t") -
— v(t')) -S v(ty < £• It is well-known that this implies the existence of the limit 
lim x(t) = x(t0 — ). Similarly for every t0 e [0, 1) the limit x(t0 + ) exists. 
.-*fo~ 
2.15. Remark. If the function x belongs to 0t^9 the set M " is empty and the set M
+ 
does not contain the point 0. Hence the function i> in Theorem 2.14 is also left-
continuous on (0,1] and right-continuous at 0. 
2.16. Lemma. If a set sf c MN is equiregulated then the sets 
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(2A5) M~ -= {t e (0,1] ; there is xest such that x(t-) * x(t)} and 
M+ = {* e [0,1) ; there is xe$4 such that x(t) + *(*+)} 
are at most countable. 
Proof. Only the set M" will be dealt with — the proof for M+ is quite analogous. 
For every j e N let us denote 
Mj = {t e (0, 1]; there is x e st such that \x(t) - x(t-)| ;> 1//} . 
00 
Since M " = (J My, it is sufficient to prove that the set Mj is finite for every j e N. 
y = -
Assume that there is J such that the set Mj is infinite. Let us choose a strictly mono-
tone sequence (tn)™= t a Mj and denote its limit by t0. For instance, assume that the 
sequence (tn) is decreasing. 
For every ne N there is xn e $4 such that \xn(tn) — xn(tn—)\ ^ ljj. Since the set st 
is equiregulated, there is S > 0 such that 
|x(f) - x(t0 +)j ^ 1/3/ for every x e i , t e(t0, t0 + 5) . 
There is n0e N such that tn e (l0, f0 + 5) for every H ^ /i0. If n ^ n0 then 
1/j = | x n (0 - xn(tn-)\ ^ 
_S \xn(tn) - xn(t0+)\ + |xn(tn~) - xn(t0+)\ ^ 2/3./, 
which is a contradiction; hence My is finite. 
2.17. Theorem. For any set of regulated functions s/ c 01N the following pro-
perties are equivalent: 
(i) s4 is equiregulated and satisfies (2.2). 
(ii) There is an increasing function ve V and an increasing continuous function 
r\\ [0, oo) -> [0, oo), t](0) = 0 such that 
(2.16) \x(t") - x(t')\ S ri(v(t") - v(t')) for every xest, 
0 = ? < t" = 1 . 
(iii) There is ve V and an equicontinuous set 0$ a <%N such that $4 c. 0& 0 v, 
i.e. for every x e s& there is a continuous function y e 0$ such that x =- y 0 v. 
Proof, (i) => (ii) By Lemma 2.16 the sets M~,M+ defined in (2.15) are at most 
countable. By Lemma 2.13 we can construct a function v e Fsuch that (2.12) holds. 
This function is defined so that 
(2.17) v(t") - v(t') = c(t" - t') , 0 S t' < ?' < 1 
for some c > 0. For every r > 0 let us define 
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x(r) = sup {|x(t") - x(*')|; x e s4, 0 ^ t' < t" ^ 1, v(t") - t>(f) = r} . 
For f' < t" let us denote r = t>(*") - t^f'). Then 
(2.18) |x(f") - x(f')| = x(r) = x(i^") - v(t')) for any x € si . 
Lemma 2.2 implies that x(r) < oo for every r > 0. The function x is evidently 
nondecreasing on (0, oo). 
Let us prove that x(0+) = 0. For every r > 0 there is xr e si and tr < t" such that 
v(t"r) - v(t'r) <. r and |xr(C:) - xP(t;)| ^ i *(r) . 
By (2.17) we have 
. ; - ( ; £ i [ t > ( 0 - K t ; ) ] g - r ; 
c c 
hence r" - tr -? 0 with r -+ 0. 
Since the nets (^)r>0 and (tr)r>0 are contained in the compact interval [0,1], 
there are convergent subsequences 
(2.19) trn -• t0 and t"n -* t0 with r„ -> 0 . 
Denote xrn = x„, *;„ = 4 t"Tn = ^ for n e A/. 
Since the set si is equiregulated, for every e > 0 there is 5£ > 0 such that we have 
for every x e si, t e [0,1]: 
(2.20) if t0 - de < t <t0 then |x(f0-) - x(f)| < e ; 
if t0 < t < t0 + 8e then ]x(t) - x(*0+)| < e . 
(a) Assume that the sequence (rn) can be found so that tn = t0 for every n e N. 
Then 
v(fn) "" K'o) -S rn -* 0 ; consequently t?(r0+) - t;(f0) = 0. 
Then f0 £ M
+ and x(r0 + ) = x(f0) holds for every xe si. If for a given 8 > 0 the 
integer n is big enough so that tn < t0 + 8e, then (2.20) yields 
x(rn) g 2|xn(r;') - xn(f0)| < 2e. 
(b) Similarly, if t„ = f0 for every ne N, then t;(f0) - v(tn) g r,,, hence i;(t0) — 
~ v(*o-) = 0' an(* x(*o) = x( 'o-) for every xesi. Then x(r„) ^ 2|xw(f0) — 
— *n(*n)l < ^e for every n such that t0 — 8e < tn. 
(c) If we can find sequences (t'n), (fn) such that tn < t0 < tn, the inequality v(tn) — 
- v(tn) <; rn -* 0 implies v(t0+) - v(t0-) = 0. Hence t0 $ M~ u M
+ and x(f0-) = 
= x(r0) = x(t0+) for any x e si. 
If for fi > 0 an integer n satisfies t0 — Se < tn < t0 < tn < t0 + 8e, then 
x(r„) g 2[|x„(.;') - x„(.0)| + \x„(t0) - xn(t'n)\] < 4e . 
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(d) Assume that tn < t"n < t0 for every n e N. If for a given e > 0 the inequality 
t0 — de < tn holds, then 
x(rn) = 2[\xn(t:) - xn(f0-)| + Wfo") - xtfJH < 4e. 
(e) Similarly in the case of t0 < tn < t"n we get: 
if tn < t0 + 5S then x(rn) < 4e . 
We conclude that x(rn) -> 0 with n -* oo in each of the cases mentioned. Consequently 
x(0+) = 0. 
By Proposition 1.22 there Js an increasing continuous function rj: [0, oo) -> [0, oo) 
such that rj(0) = 0 and x(r) g f/(r) for every r > 0. Then from (2.18) we obtain (2.16). 
(ii) => (iii) According to Proposition 1.22 the function rj in (2.16) can be replaced 
by a concave increasing function fj such that rj(r) :g fj(r) for r e [0, l ] . From (2.16) 
we get 
\x(t+) - x(t)\ = rj(v(t+) - v(t)) for any xes/, te [0,1) ; 
\x(t) - x(*-)| = rj(v(t) - v(t-)) for any xes/, te(0,1] . 
Consequently (2.7) is satisfied for any xes/. 
Let us denote by $ the set of the linear prolongations of all functions from s4 
along v. Then s/ = M o v holds. According to Proposition 2.11 all functions from & 
are continuous. Moreover, by Proposition 2.12 every y e $ satisfies 
\y(T") - y(T')\ = 9J(T" - T') for 0 = T' < T" = 1 . 
The function fj is a uniform modulus of continuity of the set @. 
(iii) => (i) If s/ c ^ o v where Ĵ  c #N is an equicontinuous set, it is well-known 
that there is such K > 0 that |J(T) - y(0)| = K for every T e [0, 1], ye@. Then 
(2.2) is satisfied. 
Let us prove that the set s/ is equiregulated. Let e > 0 be given. There is X > 0 
such that the following holds: If \T" — T'| = A then |y(T") — y(T')| < e for any 
ye@. 
Let f0 e(0,1] be given, denote T0 = v(t0 —). There is 5 > 0 such that t>(*0 —) — 
— v(t0 — 5) = A. For any f e (*0 — 5, t0) denote T = u(f). Then T0 — T < X. If 
x = j> o v then |x(f0-) - x(f)| = |yM'o-)) ~ y(K0))l = K
To) - yW| < «• Simi-
larly for every t0 e [0,1) there is 5 > 0 such that \x(t) — x(f0 +) | < e for any xes/, 
te(t0, t0 + 6). Hence the set s/ is equiregulated. 
Now we will formulate an important theorem about various characterizations of 
relatively compact sets in 0t#. 
2.18. Theorem. For any set of regulated functions s/cz 0tN the following pro-
perties are equivalent: 
(i) s/ is relatively compact in the sup-norm topology in &tN. 
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(ii) s4 is equiregulated, satisfies (2.2) and 
(2.21) there is a > 0 such that |x(0)| i? a for any x e stf . 
(iii) 77*e set ^ satisfies (2A6) and (2.21). 
(iv) There is v e V and a compact set of continuous functions 0b a <$N such that 
st <=. 0b °v. 
Proof. The equivalence ( i)o(i i) was established in Proposition 2.3. Here we 
will give another proof of (ii) => (i), proving successively the implications (ii) => 
=> (iii) => (iv) => (i). Now let us use only the fact that (i) => (ii) was proved in Pro-
position 2.3. 
(ii) => (iii) is the same as (i) => (ii) in Theorem 2.17, together with the assumption 
(2.21). 
(iii) => (iv): By (ii) => (iii) in Theorem 2.17 there is ve V and an equicontinuous 
set 0b x c ^ ' s u c h that s4 = 0b y Q v. By (2.21) the inequality \y(0)\ g a holds for 
every y e0bv By the Arzela-Ascoli Theorem the set 0b x is relatively compact in %>N. 
Then there is a compact set 0b <=• <$N such that 0b Y cz 0b; hence sd <= 0b 0 v. 
(iv) => (i) Let (xn)n=i c j?/ be an arbitrary sequence; for any n e N there is 
yn e 0b such that xn = yn 0 v. Since the set 0b is compact, there is a convergent 
subsequence y„k Z$ y0. Then x„k = ynk o v zj y0 o v; hence (x„k) is a Cauchy 
subsequence. Consequently s& is relatively compact. 
3. POINTWISE CONVERGENCE OF REGULATED FUNCTIONS 
3.1. It is well-known that functions of bounded variation have a nice property 
expressed in Helly's Choice Theorem: 
Assume that for a sequence (zn)n=:1 c BVN[a, b] there are positive numbers y, K 
such that \zn(a)\ <; y and var* zn ?£ K holds for every ne N. Then there is a function 
z0 and a subsequence (^J^Li
 sucn tnat znk(
t) ~* ^o(0 holds for every t e [a, b]. 
The function z0 is of bounded variation and 
var* z0 g liminf varJ zn . 
n-*co 
In order to extend this result to the space 0tN[a, fe], it is possible to reason in this 
way: Let a sequence of regulated functions (xn)n=x <=- 0tN[a, b"] be given such that 
|jcn(a)| g y for any ne N. Assume that in an arbitrary close "neighbourhood" 
(in the sup-norm) of the sequence (xn) we can find a sequence (zn) the members of 
which have uniformly bounded variations. Then we can find a pointwise convergent 
subsequence (z„k), using Helly's Choice Theorem. Since the functions z„k, ke N 
are "near" to the functions xnk, k e /V, we can expect that the subsequence (xnh) is 
"almost" pointwise convergent. More precisely: 
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Assume that for every e > 0 there is a sequence (zS)*«1 <-= 2*VN[a, 6] and a number 
K£ > 0 such that 
II*.. - <\ia^ -S 8 a n d Var« Z n-S KB h ° l d s f ° r a f ly W e ^ • 
Let (em)*= i be an arbitrary sequence of positive numbers such that em -• 0. For every 
m e N the sequence (zn
m)n==i contains a pointwise convergent subsequence (by Helly's 
Choice Theorem). Using diagonalization process, we can find an increasing sequence 
of indices (nk)™= t such that 
zn
m(t) -> z0
m(t) holds for every t e [a, b] and me N . 
Let us show that (zB0
m)m= t is a Cauchy sequence in the sup-norm topology. Let r\ > 0 
be given. There is m0e N such that em < r\\A for any m ^ m0. Let m, p ^ m0 and 
/ e [a, b] be fixed. There is k e N such that 
| 4 : ( 0 - 4m(0l < */4 and \z%(t) - z0\t)\ < n\A . Then 
|z-(t) - z0>(t)\ = \z0
m(t) - z-(r)| + |z0*(r) - zj(OI + 
+ l*£(0 - * JOI + 1^(0 - xJOI < >//4 + */4 + fi« + c, < -7. 
We find that ||z80
m - z0
p|| < ^ holds for any m, p ^ m0. Hence (Zo
m)m=i is a Cauchy 
sequence and it has a uniform limit x0. It is easy to verify that x„k(t) -> x0(t) for every 
te[a, b]. In this way we have found a subsequence of (xn) which is pointwise 
convergent. 
3.2. Definition. For an arbitrary function x: [a, b] -» RN and a positive number 
e > 0 let us define 
e-var* x = inf {var* z; z e BVN[a, b], \\x - z||[fl>b] ^ e} . 
We set inf 0 = co. 
3.3. Definition. We say that a set $4 cz 0tN[a, b] has uniformly bounded e~varia-
tions, when for every e > 0 there is a number Kt > 0 such that e-varj x ^ Ktfor 
every xe stf. 
3.4. Proposition. A function x: [a, b] -» /^N is regulated if and only j/e-var* x < 
< oo for every e > 0. 
Proof. If the function x is regulated, then the property 1.5 implies that for every 
e > 0 there is a piecewise constant function z: [a, b] -» /ft* such that ||x — z|| <; e. 
Of course, the function z has bounded variation. 
Now let us assume that 1/n - varj x < oo fot every n e N. Then for every n 6 N 
there is zn e BV[a, b] such that ||x - zn\\ ^ 1/n. Since the functions zn are regulated, 
it follows from 1.8 that x e 0tN[a, b]. 
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3.5. Proposition. For every function x e 0t\a, b] and positive number e there is 
a function z e BVN\a, b] such that \\x — z\\ <I e and var* z = e-var* x. 
Proof. For every k e N there is a function zk e BVN\a, b] such that ||x - zk\\ <I e 
and 
e-var*, x <i var*, zk < e-var* x + 1/fc . 
Hence e-varj x = lim var* zk. 
k-+oo 
Since the sequence (zk)k= t is bounded and its members have uniformly bounded 
variations, by Helly's Choice Theorem there is a subsequence (zkj)f= t and a function z 
such that 
zkj(t) -* z(t) for any t e [a, b] , and var* z <I liminf var* zfcy = 
j ->oo 
= e-var* x . 
On the other hand, since obviously ||x — Z|| <i e, it follows from Definition 3.2 that 
e-var* x <i var* z. This completes the proof of the equality e-var* x = var* z. 
3.6. Proposition. Assume that the members of a sequence (xn)n=1 c ffiN\a, b] 
have uniformly bounded e-variations. If xn(t) -» x0(t) for every t e [a, b], then the 
function x0 is regulated and 
(3.1) e-var*, x0 g liminf e-var* xn for every e > 0 . 
n->oo 
Proof. For every e > 0 there is KE > 0 such that e-var* x„ <i Ke holds for any 
ne/V. Let e > 0 be fixed. There is a subsequence (xnk)k=l such that 
liminf e-var* x„ = lim e-var* xnk . 
«~+ao k-*oo 
By Proposition 3.5 for any ke N there is zeh e BVN\a, b] such that \\x„k — zk\\ <i e: 
and e-var* x„k = var* z .̂ By Helly's Choice Theorem there is a subsequence (z
e
kj)f= i 
and a function z0 such that z
e
kj(t) -> zo(0 for every t e [a, 6], and var* z0 <i 
<i liminf var*, zekj. Let r e [a, fe] and ?/ > 0 b e given. There is an integer j such that 
j-*co 
K / 0 - *o(0l < n\l and \zekj(t) - z
e
0(t)\ < n\2. Then |xo(0 - z'0(t)\ ^ 
= MO - x»Jr)l + K / r ) " z U 0 l + K ( 0 - 2o(0l <rJl2 + e + t)l2 = e + n. 
Since this estimate holds for any f and n, we conclude that |jx0 - z0|j ^ e. Definition 
3.2 yields e-var* x0 <i var* z0. Further var* z0 <: liminf var* z
e
kj = liminf e-var*xnA. = 
j-*ao y-*oo 
= lim e-var* x„k = liminf e-var* xn. Hence (3.1) holds. Moreover, it is evident that 
fc-+oo »-*oo 
liminf e-var* x„ = Ks; then e-var* x0 is finite for every e > 0. By Proposition 3.4 
I I - • 0 0 
the function x0 is regulated. 
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3.7. Proposition. If a set $4 c 0tN\a, b] has uniformly bounded e-variations, 
then there is a > 0 such that \x(t2) — .x(r1)| g a for any xe dt, a% tx < t2 <* b. 
Moreover, if the set {x(a); x e jtf] is bounded, then there is jS > 0 such that 
||x|| S P for any xes/. 
Proof. There is K > 0 such that l-varjjx <; K for a n y xes/. For arbitrary 
x e i there is z e BVN\a, b~\ such that ||x — z\\ g 1 and var* z I X . If a ^ tt < 
< t2 ^ b then 
|x(r2) - x(t,)\ ^ Kr 2 ) - z(r2)| + \z(t2) - z(tt)\ + \z(tx) - x(r t)| ^ 
^ 2||x - z\\ + var^ z <: 2 + K = a . ;i 
If there is y > 0 such that |x(a)| ^ y for any xe s/, then 
|x(r)j g |x(a)| + |x(f) - x(a)| ^ y + a = jS for every x 6 J / , 
i 
te [a, b\. Consequently ||x|| g /?. 
Using the notion of e-variation, let us formulate the main theorem of this section, 
which is an analogue of Helly's Choice Theorem in the space of regulated functions. 
3.8. Theorem. Assume that the sequence (xn)n=1 a 0tN\a, b] has uniformly 
bounded e-variations and that there is y > 0 such that \xn(a)\ :§ y for every n e'N. 
Then there is a subsequence (x„k)k
X)
=1 and a function x0 e @lN\a, b] such iHdt x„k(t) -* 
-> x0(t)for every t e [a, b\. 
An outline of the proof is given in 3.1. However, this proof will not be presented 
in detail at this moment, because Theorem 3.8 will be proved later4 in another way. 
In the following we will work on the interval [0, 1], because the, notion of linear 
prolongation will be used, which was defined for the interval [0,1] . Of course, all 
results can be simply transferred to an arbitrary compact interval [a, b]. 
3.9. Lemma. Assume that an equicontinuous set $ c= <$N is given. Then for any 
e > 0 there is Ke > 0 such that for every y e & there is a function (: [0, l ] r-> IR
N 
which is lipschitzian with the constant Ke and such that \\y — C||
 ; 
Proof. For a given e > 0 let us find <5 > 0 such that 
if \T" - T'| < S then |J/(T") - y(T')\ < e\2 
holds for every y e $. 
Let 0 = Tt < T2 < ... < Tk = 1 be a division such that 
<5/2 <: Tt - T,. .! < 5 for i = 1,2, ...,k. 
For any y e 0 let us define a function C- [0,1] -* RN such that £(**) = y(T() for 
i = 0,1,..., k and £ is linear on each of the intervals [ T ^ J , T J , i = 1, 2 , . . . , k; i.e. 
SІ 
C(t) = X ^ - 1 ) + ,
J ; ( T f ) ~ j ( T ' - l ) - ( t - t , - 1 ) for т є [>,._., т j 
For i = 1, 2,..., fc we have 
У(*i) - У(*І-I) 
T ř - T, 
Ł Ѓ - I 
Ï | . И - 0 - X T , - . „ < | . | - Ï . 
Hence £ is lipschitzian with the constant KE = ej6. If T e [ T ^ , TJ then 
m - *)i * t_0+ * ' > - * ' < (*-*.-,)-*) 
-S |y(Te-l) ~ y(T)| + |j<T#) - KTi~l)| < e ' 
Consequently ||C - y|| < £. 
3.10. Theorem. For an arbitrary set ofregulated functions si a 0tN the following 
conditions are equivalent: 
(i) The set si has uniformly bounded e-variations. 
(ii) There is an increasing continuous function rj: [0, l ] -> [0, oo), rj(0) = 0 
such that for every xe si there is an increasing function vx e V satisfying 
(3.2) \x(t") - x(t')\ Z r,(vx(t") - vx(t')) for 0 g f < t" g 1 ; 
(3.3) vj(t") - vx(t') ^ i(t" - t') for 0 g C < ^ l ; 
(3.4) if x is continuous at 0 or 1, then vx is continuous at 0 or 1, respectively; 
and 
(3.5) i/* ffte sef si has uniform one-sided limits at 0 and 1, then a/so fhe se* 
{tLs, x e J / } has uniform one-sided limits at 0 a«d 1. 
(iii) There is an equicontinuous set $ c <€N such that for any xe si there are 
yx€& and vxe Vsatisfying x = yx o vx (this can be written as si c $ 0 V). 
Proof, (i) => (ii) By Proposition 3.7 there is a > 0 such that 
(3.6) \x(t") - x(f')| _§ a holds for any xesi, 0 _g f < t" = 1 . 
For any j e N there is Kj > 0 such that 1/I-varo x _g Kj for every x e si. 
Let x G ̂  be given. For any integer j there is zxJ e BVN such that 
(3.7) | | x - z j | < n / y and var0 z x j ;g K,. 
Let us define 
(3.8) xxj = sup {T e (0, J]; |x(t) - x(0+)| ^ 1/2/ for every t e (0, T]} , 
£2 
aXJ = inf {* e [h 1); W
1 - ) - *WI ^ l/2i for e v e r y ' e l>> *)) • 
Evidently txJ > 0 and ^ j
 < L 
Let us define 
(3.9) L XO) - x(0) ; U O = x(0+) + X ( T ^ ~ ) " x ( ° + ) . tfor te(0,xxJ); 
U O = * - J ( 0 f o r < e [ T - j ' f f - j ] J 
U O = x(l - ) + - X ( 1 ~ ) I X K j + ) (' - 1) for 16 (a,,,, 1) , 
U-) = *(-)• 
For f e (0, xxJ) we have 
| U 0 - *(0I <- WT»J-) - *(°+)i + wo - x(°+)l = ^ • 
Similarly 
M O - *(0l-^ ^ for any te(axj9l). 
Hence 
(3-10) | C ^ - x | < l / j . 
By (3.6), (3.7) and (3.10) we have an estimate 
varj CXJ = va-S- C-j + var*# z,,,. + var^ y C,j = 
= |x(0+) - x(0)| + W
T -J-) - x(0+)| + |ZXJ(TXJ) - X ( T , J - ) | + 
+ varj zxJ + \x(oxj+) ~
 z * > * j ) | + W l - ) - x\°*J+)\ + 
+ |x(l) - x ( l - ) | = 6a + 2 |z , j - xfl + varj zxj = 6a + 2/ + Xy . 
If we denote 
(3.11) M,. = 6a + 2jj + Kj, 
then 
(3.12) V^O^JSMJ. 
Using (3A0), (3.H) we find that CxJ has similar properties as zxJ in (3.7), but 
moreover it has a special form near the endpoints of the interval [0,1], 
Let us define 
(3.13) vXJ{t) = varUxj for re [0 ,1] . 
From (3A2) it follows that 
(3A4) 0 g vXJ(t) g Mj holds for any t e [0, 1] . 
Let us define 
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(3.15) «• vx(t)±axt + Z2~J-i.(llMj)vXJ(t) for r e [ 0 , 1 ] , 
I=i 
where the number ax e [1/2,1] is chosen so that vx(i) = 1. We have the inequality 
(3.16) vXJ(t») - vXJ(t') = 2^Mj\vx(t") - vx(t>)] for t' < t" . 
From (3.14) it follows that the series in (3.15) is uniformly absolutely convergent. 
Since ax g: 1/2, the property (3.3) is evident. 
Assume that x is continuous from the right at 0. Since £xj is linear on (0, TX)J) 
and Cx,X°) = x(°)> f*,X° + ) = *(°+)> ^ i s evident that ( x J
 are> a s w e I 1 a s vxj> 
continuous at 0 for every j e N. 
For a given s e (0, 1) there is an integer j 0 such that 2~
J0~ < e/4. For j = 
= 1,2, ...,j0 denote 
Further, denote 
(3.17) S = mmf^9Sl9S29...9Sjo\. 
By (3.11) we have a > Mj. If t e (0, <5), then 
(3.18) vXJ(t) = K ^ - ) - x(0)\ . — = a . — < M, . &- ^ MjS . 
T* J T*.1 ^ x j ' 
By (3.14), (3.17) and (3.18) we get an estimate 
; WO -1 (̂0)1 = ^ ( 0 ^ 
= axt + £ 2"^
1 . -J- . vxJ(t) + £ 2 - ^
1 g 
i = l My 1 = 10+1 
= M + £ 2~J '~1 • — • Mfi + 2 < ax . — + 2~
1e + 6/4 = 6. 
i=i My 4ax 
Consequently vx is right-continuous at the point 0. Similarly it can be proved that 
if* is lrft-eontinuous at 1, then vx is left-continuous at 1. Hence (3.4) holds. 
For r > 0| let us define 
(3.19) x(r) = sup {\x(t") - x(t')\ , where x e i , 
0 £ * ' < f " £ l , i^t") - t ^ f ) ^ r} . 
Evidently the inequality 
(3.20) \x{t") - x{t')\ g x{vx{t") - vx{t')) 
holds for every xes/,0 £ t' < t" £ 1. 
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It is obvious that the function x is nondecreasing. Let us prove that x(0+) = 0. 
On the contrary, assume that x(0 + ) = x > 0. Let us find j e N such that 2\] < x\4. 
Denote 
(3.21) r = x\4.2-j'1. — . 
x Mj 
Since x(r) = x(0 + ) = x, there are x e s& and t
f < t" such that 
\x(t") - x(t')\ > x\2 and vx(t") - vx(t') = r . 
By (3.10), (3A3), (3A6) and (3.21) we have 
\x < \x(t") - x(t')\ = 2\\x - C , J + \ZxJ(t") - ZxJt')\ = 
g l\j + \vXJ(t") - vXJ(fJ] = 2/j + 2'
 + 1 . M/^O - i^')) < 
< x\4 + 2J + 1 .Mj.r = x / 2 , 
which is a contradiction with x > 0. By Proposition 1.22 there is a continuous 
increasing function fj: [0, 1] -> [0, oo) such that rj(0) = 0, x(r) ^ ^(r) for any 
r e (0, 1]. Now we can get (3.2) from (3.20). 
In this part of the proof it remains to prove (3.5). Assume that the set <$/ has 
uniform one-sided limits at the points 0,1. Let Ae(0, 1) be given. There is / e N 
such that 
1 ^ ! < X < 
ly 2 ( / - i ) 
Then also 2~J' < X. For any/ = 1, 2, . . . , / ' — 1 there is A} > 0 such that 
(3.22) \x(t) - x(0+) | < X for any t e (0, Aj) , x e i , 
|x(l - ) - x(t)| < A for any t e (1 - Aj51) , x e r f . 
Denote A0 = min {1/4, Al9 A2,..., --V-i}. Let x e i and j e {1, 2 , . . . , / — 1} be 
given. Since 
A0 = A,., A 0 = i and A g — ^ ^ ^ , 
(3.22) together with (3.8) imply that TXJ = A0 and axj = 1 - A0. Denote A = 
= A0 . X; then A ^ A/4. 
Let x e i and t e (0, A) be given. Since t e (0, TXJ) for any j = 1,2,..., / — 1, 
by the definitions of £*,; and vXJ- we have an estimate 
(3.23) \vxJ(t) - vXJ(0+)\ = ftr,,,-) - x(0+) | . - 1 g 1 . i - g A . 
** , ; 7 ^o 
Since M ; > 6a by (3.11), we get by (3.14) and (3.23) 
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MO - ^o+) | = axt + J 2 - -
1 . -L [v^xo - *XJ(o+)] ^ 
7=1 My 
1=1 Mj j=j' Mj 
S A + ZV^-1 . - + Z 2 - ^ 1 < f + — + 2->' < A Y- + — V 
j - i 6a 7=5- 4 12a \ 4 1 2 a / 
Consequently the set {vx; xe s/} has uniform right-sided limits at 0. Similarly we 
can prove that it has uniform left-sided limits at 1; hence (3.5) holds. 
(ii) => (iii) By Proposition 1.22 there is a continuous increasing concave function 
fj: [0,1] -* [0, 00) such that fj(0) = 0 and rj(r) <; fj(r), r e [0,1] . Then the inequality 
\x(t2) - x(t,)\ ^ fj(vx(t2) - vx(t,)) , 0 g t, < t2 S 1 
holds for every xe sf. 
For x e sf let us denote by yx the linear prolongation of the function x along vx. 
Denote $ -= {yx; xe s/}. It follows from Proposition 2.12 that 
M * 2 ) - y*(
Ti)\ -S n(*i - Ti), 0 ^ T l < r2 ^ 1 . 
This means that the set Jf is equicontinuous.Evidently s& = {)>x oVx; xe s#} c 
(iii) => (i) For a given s > 0 let us find the number Ke by Lemma 3.9. For any 
xesf there are >>e J* and t;e Vsuch that x = y o v. By Lemma 3.9 there is £ e # N 
which is K£-lipschitzian and such that [|£ — >>|[ < e. Denote z = C o v. Then 
\\z-x\\ = ICoV-yov\\S \\C-yl <s, 
and varo z g var£ C ̂  KB. Consequently e-varo x ^ Ke. 
Using Theorem 3.10 and the well-known Arzela-Ascoli Theorem, we obtain an 
important theorem which is an analogue of Theorem 2.18. 
3.11. Theorem. For an arbitrary set of regulated functions s# <-= 0tN the following 
conditions are equivalent: 
(i) The set s/ has uniformly bounded e-variations and there is y > 0 such that 
\x(0)\ :g y holds for any xe sJ. 
(ii) There is an increasing continuous function r\: [0,1] -* [0, 00), ^(0) = 0 
such that for every xe s/ there is an increasing function vxeV satisfying (3.3), 
(3.4) and 
|x(t") - x(t')\ = rf(vx(t") - vx(t')) for 0 = t' < t" <L 1 , 
and 
(3.24) there is such ft > 0 that \\x\\ g jS holds for any xesJ. 
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(iii) There is a set & a <€N which is compact in the sup-norm topology so that 
for every x e srf there are yxe $ and vx e Vsatisfying x — yxoVx (i.e. s£ c B 0 V). 
Proof, (i) => (ii) The property (3.24) follows from Proposition 3.7, the remaining 
part follows from Theorem 3.10. 
(ii) -=> (iii) Let us denote by @0 the set of the linear prolongations yx along vx of 
all functions x from sd. By Theorem 3A0 the set &0 is equicontinuous. By Proposi-
tion 2.11 and (3.24) we have 
\\yx\\ £P for any yx e ®0 . 
Since @0 is equicontinuous and bounded, by the Arzete-Ascoli Theorem the set &0 
is relatively compact in the sup-norm topology on %>N. If we denote by & the closure 
of $0, then ^ is compact and s4 c 3 0 V. 
(iii) =>(i) follows immediately from Theorem 3.10. 
At this moment we have an effective tool for proving a theorem formulated 
earlier. 
3.8. Theorem. Assume that the sequence (x„)£Li c: 0lN\a, b] has uniformly 
bounded e-variations9 and that there is y > 0 such that \xn(a)\ ^ y for every neN. 
Then there is a subsequence (x„k)£=l and a function x0 e 0tN\a, b] such that 
x„k(t) -+ x0(t) for every t e [a, b). 
Proof. Let us define 
x'n(t) = xn(a + (b - a) t) for any t e [0, 1] , neN . 
Evidently the set {xn, neN} has uniformly bounded e-variations and \x'n(0)\ ^ y 
for neN. By Theorem 3.11 there is a compact set @ c <$N such that for every 
neN there are yn e & and vneV satisfying xn = yn o vn. Since $ is compact, there 
is y0e^N and a uniformly convergent subsequence (ynk)k=i
 s u c h that y„k zf y0. 
By Helly's Choice Theorem there is a nondecreasing function v0 and a subsequence 
of (t>nj£=i which will be denoted again by (v„k), such that vnk(t) -» v0(t) for any 
r e [0,1] . 
If we define 
*o = yo ° »o and x0(t) = *o ( ~ ^ )
 f o r ' e [*' fc] ' 
then 
< ( 0 -* *ó(0 for any í e [0,1] , and xjt) - x0(ť) for any 
te[a,b]. ' , 
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3.12. If we compare the results of the second and third sections, we can feel some 
relationship between the uniform convergence of regulated functions and the point-
wise convergence of such regulated functions which have uniformly bounded 
^-variations. 
It would be an interesting result if an arbitrary sequence of pointwise convergent 
functions having uniformly bounded variations could be transformed to another 
sequence of regulated functions which is uniformly convergent, and if this transfor-
mation could be made by compositions with continuous increasing functions. More 
formally, if xn(t) -* x0(t) for t e [0,1] and the functions xn9 ne N have uniformly 
bounded e-variations, we would like to find continuous increasing functions wn e A, 
ne N such that the functions £>n = xno w~ } were uniformly convergent, or at least 
equiregulated. Such result would be useful in the theory of ordinary differential and 
integral equations. 
Regrettably, this is not true; but a result like this takes place for some subsequence 
of (xn). This result will be formulated now for the space @~. 
3.13. Theorem. Assume that a sequence (xn)nz=0 c 0tN has uniformly bounded 
^-variations and that it has uniform one-sided limits at the points 0, 1. Assume that 
xn(t) -* x0(t) for any t e [0, 1] at which x0 is continuous . 
Then there is a subsequence (xn)k=l9 a sequence of regulated functions (ik)k=0 <-= 
c 0tN9 a sequence of increasing continuous functions (wk)k==1 a A and an in-
creasing function w0 e Vn M~ such that 
(3.25) xn = £k o wk for any k e N , x0 = £0 o w0 and 
(3.26) ZkzZ£09 wk(t) -* w0(t) for every t e [0, l ] at which w0 
is continuous. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.11 there is a compact set & c %N and for any n e N there 
are yn e 3$ and vn e Vsuch that xn = yno vn9 and (3.3) (3.4), (3.5) hold. 
For any n e N let us denote ^(O) = 0, vn(t) = vn(t-) for t e (0,1]. Since vn(0+) = 
= ^(0) = 0 and vn(l-) = vn(\) = 1 by (3.4), we have vn e Vn M~. Since xn e 0tN 
and yn is continuous, we find that 
xn(t) = lim xn(x) = lim yn(vn(x)) = yn(vn(t-)) - yn(v'n(t)) for t e (0, 1] . 
Hence xn = yn o vn where v'n e Vn 0t~. 
By Helly's Choice Theorem there is a subsequence ( tO?*- a n c i a f u n c t i o n vo 
such that v'„k(t) ~> v0(t) for any t e [0 ,1] . From (3.3) it follows that v'0 is increasing. 
By (3.5) the functions v„ n e N have uniform one-sided limits at 0 and 1. Hence 
for a given I > 0 there is 8 > 0 such that \vn(t) - i?n(0+)| ~ vn(t) < X\2 holds for 
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any t e (0, <5), n e N. Let t e (0, 5) be given. There is an integer k such that \vnJt) — 
- v0(t)\ < X\2. Let us find % e \t, 8) such that vnk is continuous at r. Then 
KW - <(o)| = 4 0 ^ K(0 - ta<)l + »Jt) < ̂ . 
Hence v0 is continuous at 0, and similarly v0 is also continuous at 1. If we define 
w0(0) = 0, w0(t) = v0(t~) for t e(0, l ] , then w0 6 Vn #jf an4 
(3.27) v^k(t) -> w0(t) for any f e [0, 1] at which vv0 is continuous . 
If we replace fn by v'„k, then the assumption (1.25) of Theorem 1.20 is satisfied. 
By (3.27) the assumption (1.32) of Theorem 1.21 is satisfied when hn, h0, rj are 
replaced by v„k, w0, id. As is shown in the proof of Theorem 1.21, the assumption 
(1.26) of Theorem 1.20 is satisfied. By Theorem 1.20 there is a sequence (v^)*=1 c A 
such that IK^J-i - v^H -> 0 and the set {v'„k oVk
l; ke N}. is relatively compact 
in the metric space (011; o). Then 
vfc(f) -> w0(t) for every t e [0, 1] at which w0 is continuous . 
Let us denote qfc = vnk o v^
1, k e N. 
There is a subsequence of (gfc) which for simplicity will be denoted again by (qk)t 
and a sequence (Xk)k=s i <-= A such that Xk Z> id and qk o Xk Zj q0 e 011. 
Since the sequence (y„fc) is contained in a compact set 01 c <%N, there is y0 € <£N and 
a subsequence which will be denoted again by y„k, such that yttk Z^ yo-
Let us denote £fc = y„k o qko Xk for any k e AY, £0 = y0 o q0; wfc = A "̂
1 o vfc for 
h / V . Then (3.25), (3.26) hold. 
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První kapitola sestává z pomocných výsledků o neklesajících reálných funkcích. Druhá 
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